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ABSTRACT
DYNAMIC MECHANICAL, DIELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC
RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY OF IONOMERS
MAY 1990
JOHN MICHAEL CONNOLLY
B.S., S.U.N.Y. COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & FORESTRY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor William J. MacKnight
The incorporation of a small amount of ionic groups on a hydrocarbon polymer
backbone profoundly alters its thermal, rheological and electrical properties. During this
study, the effects of ionic content, neutralization level and processing history on ionic
group mobility have been clarified. Randomly sulfonated polystyrenes(SPS) along with
their sodium and zinc salts were prepared and carefully characterized via elemental analysis
differential scanning calorimetry(DSC), dynamic mechanical thermal analysis(DMTA) and
dielectric thermal analysis(DETA). These techniques all indicate a reduction in polymer
chain mobility by enhanced glass transition temperatures(Tg) and rubbery plateau moduli
and decreased dielectric relaxation strength with increasing sulfonation and neutralization
levels. In addition, the importance of processing history was observed through increased
rubbery plateau moduli and ionic transition temperatures with increasing molding
temperature. A secondary relaxation mechanism associated with ionic domains was
revealed by the failure of the Williams-Landel-Ferry(WLF) equation to describe
frequency
plane shifts of DMTA and DETA data. These results are consistent with a model of
vi
ionomer morphology in which polar groups phase separate into thermally labile ionic
crosslinks of high functionality with trapped hydrocarbon inclusions.
For comparison with recent theories on relaxations of semi-crystalline polymers, a
series of ethylene-methacrylic acid(E-MAA) copolymers and their sodium salts were
prepared and characterized by infra-red(IR) spectroscopy, DSC and DMTA. All E-MAA
samples exhibited mechanical relaxations similar to low density polyethylene(LDPE). In
the acid form, typical copolymer behavior was observed where the alpha transition
temperature(Ta) associated with the crystalline phase decreased and the beta transition
temperature(Tjj) or Tg increased with increasing MAA content. The gamma transition(Ty)
associated with local methylene segment motions remained independent ofMAA content.
The sodium neutralized samples displayed characteristics of a phase separated system in
which Tb was independent ofMAA content, but about 5 °C higher than LDPE, and Ty
decreased slightly with increasing MAA. The ionic transition temperature of E-MAA
materials was found to be about 100 °C lower than the equivalent SPS material, indicating
the weaker clustering behavior of carboxylate compared to sulfonate ionomers and the
greater flexibility of ethylene- than styrene-based copolymers.
Preliminary experiments probing ionic group and cation mobility in E-MAA
samples on a molecular scale were undertaken using 23Na nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy and DETA. The results indicated a broad step increase in the spin-
spin relaxation time(T2) with increasing temperature in ethylene glycol and water saturated
materials. This increase was correlated with a broad dielectric "water relaxation" peak.
vii
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CHAPTER I
REVIEW OFIONOMER BEHAVIOR
A. Introduction
In the past twenty years, the solid state properties of ion-containing polymers have
generated a great deal of academic and industrial interest 1 "6
. The term "ionomer" is
generally used to describe these materials when the ionic moeties pendant or terminal to the
hydrocarbon backbone are present at ten mole percent or less. In a medium of low
dielectric constant, it is recognized that these ionic groups either form multiplets of a few
ion pairs or aggregate into larger entities called clusters7 . Since this phase separation is
limited by the chemical attachment of the ionic groups to the polymer chain, clusters must
contain organic material in addition to the ionic multiplets. It is this two-phase morphology
which is responsible for the thermally reversible crosslinking of the polymer and governs
its complex rheological and electric properties.
A number of different polymer backbones and a variety of pendant or terminal acid
groups have been prepared and studied. The polymeric materials studied include rubbers
such as polybutadiene8
,
polypentenamer9 - 12 and polyisobutylene 13 " 16 thermoplastics such
as polyethylene3 -5
,
polystyrene 17 "23 and polyurethanes24 -25 and engineering materials
including polysulfone26
,
polyphenylene oxide27 and poly(ether-ether-ketone)28
. Ionic
moeties have included carboxylic, sulfonic, thioglycolic and phosphonic acids and a variety
of amine functionalities. Despite this extensive body of literature, the degree of phase
separation and hence the exact solid state morphology of ionomers remains unclear. Since
numerous reviews5 '6 -29 "32 of ionomer properties exist, the following chapter is only a brief
summary of the mechanical and dielectric behavior of the sulfonated polystyrene(SPS) and
ethylene-methacrylic acid(E-MAA) ionmers investigated in this work.
1
Considerable research effort has been expended to explain the complex viscoelastic
behavior of ionomers. It has been observed almost universally since the early work of
Cooper33 and Vaughn 1 that rubbers or thermoplastics containing acid groups exhibit
properties of vulcanized elastomers when neutralized with metal oxides. It was initially
believed that this behavior was due to the bridging of two acid groups by the metal cation
into an ionic crosslink. Subsequent research3 -4 made it clear that this concept of an ionic
crosslink was inadequate since the nature of the hydrocarbon chain, the distribution of ionic
groups along the chain, the type of cation and anion and the amount polar of impurities had
been ignored.
Several molecular- level theories7 .34 -35 have been developed to explain the
polar/non-polar microphase separation in ionomers. These theories are based principally
on a balance between ionic association energy and the work required to elastically deform
the polymer chains during association. These theoretical approaches were pioneered by
Eisenberg's7 introduction of the terms "multiplet" which refers to associations of a few ion
pairs excluding hydrocarbon and "cluster" referring to aggregation of multiplets with
inclusions of hydrocarbon material.
These clusters are assumed to be stable below a characteristic temperature Tc . By
setting the elastic work in cluster formation at Tc equal to the electrostatic work, the number
of ion pairs in a cluster may be calculated in Eisenberg's theory from the spacing of ionic
groups along the chain, the density, the dielectric constant, the root mean square end-to-end
distance of the polymer chain, the size of ions, the average multiplet size above Tc and the
cluster geometry. It has been concluded from this approach that the size of spherical
clusters is sterically limited and that there is a critical concentration of ions necessary for
cluster formation since for small ionic contents the elastic forces on the polymer chains will
be greater than the electrostatic forces due to aggregation.
A more recent theory by Forsman34 on ionomer phase separation has predicted that
polymer chain dimensions will increase as a result of ionic aggregation. This method
assumes that ionic groups are equally spaced along a backbone which obeys Gausian
statistics and that clusters are composed of a constant number of such groups. Forsman
also allows for formation of non-spherical cluster geometries and aggregation of clusters
into higher order structures. These predictions have been supported by experimental
evidence3637
) but the basis of the enefgy expression which yidds^ chain expansion
effect has been challenged recently38
.
Dreyfus35 has developed a similar approach to ion clustering based on the
electrostatic interaction of multiplets, the steric repulsion of the chains and the entropic
energy of coil deformation. The resulting cluster incorporates polymeric material and for a
given material has a structure independent of ion concentration. As in the model of
Forsman, the chains are extended slightly, yielding an entropic chain tension which
restricts the clusters to a hypercrystalline diamond lattice. This lattice model provides an
interpretation of the central peak commonly observed in X-ray diffraction experiments. In
addition, Dreyfus' model accounts for the high ion transport of hydrated ionomers through
collapse of this cluster lattice into a three-dimensional network of ion channels.
There is a large body of evidence supporting the concept of ionic phase separation
from small angle X-ray scattering(SAXS). Longworth and Vaughn3 first observed the
"ionomer peak" at low scattering angles that is common to all highly neutralized, moisture-
free ionomers. It is assumed that this peak arises from a characteristic spacing in the
material of 1 to 5 nra., but its exact interpretation is still in doubt. A number of models
have been proposed39 "44 to explain this phenomenon. These models attribute the SAXS
ionomer peak to either interparticle interference effects or intraparticle scattering within a
cluster.
Marx et a/.39 origninally proposed that the ionomer peak can be interpreted as a
Bragg maximum and is related to the average distance between ionic aggregates which are
distributed on a paracrystalline lattice. However, there seems to be no basis for regular
ordering of scattering sites on any lattice, especially in amorphous, random copolymers.
Recently, Yarusso and Cooped have developed a new model which assigns the scattering
peak to interference between small ionic aggregates arranged with a liquid-like order. This
approach is a variation of a model system of hard spheres in which the distance of closest
approach is larger than the scattering particle radius.
An alternate explanation of the SAXS peak is the "core-shell" model proposed by
MacKnight et al 40. The SAXS peak was assumed to involve local short range order of
matrix ions around a central cluster of 0.8 to 1.2 nm. This core is shielded from the
surrounding ions by a shell of hydrocarbon chains. The matrix ions are attracted electro-
statically to the core and establish a preferred distance of 2 to 5 nm. which accounts for the
ionomer peak. This model was modified to include an ion-depleted core42 and lamellar
clusters41 based on the results of swelling and deformation experiments.
Despite obvious differences, each of these SAXS peak models can qualitatively
describe the peak maximum with reasonable physical parameters. In fact, a recent proposal
by Lee et al 44 incorporates aspects of both the interparticle and intraparticle interference
models by incorporating internal structure of ionic spheres which possess a liquid-like
order. Regardless, none of these models can fit the scattering intensity upturn at small
angles that is common even in the unionized acid precursors. It is clear that a more
rigorous theoretical and experimental study is necessary to resolve the problem of ionomer
cluster morphology.
B. Mechanical and Rheological Properties
The most widely studied ionomer system has been the series of ethylene-
methacrylic acid(E-MAA) copolymers known by the tradename Surlyn®. These materials
are tough, flexible and transparent and can be melt processed similarly to polyethylene.
They exhibit increased stiffness and tensile strength with a corresponding decrease in
elongation upon neutralization. Unfortunately, Surlyns® are difficult to fully characterize
due to their low solubility resulting from partial crystallinity and ionic cluster formation.
4
Early work by MacKnight and others45"^ indicated^ the dynamic mechanical
response of the parent acid copolymers and their metal salts resembles that of branched,
low density polyethylene(LDPE). Four relaxations labelled a, (3, (3
1
and y with decreasing
temperature have been observed and assigned to motions in the amorphous phase. The y
transition was observed as a large peak at approximately -120 °C and was associated with
local crankshaft motions of methylene segments. Originally, this relaxation had been
deconvolved into both crystalline and amorphous components because of a low
temperature shoulder on the y peak. Recently, Boyd50 has proposed that this shoulder in
LDPE occurs only because there is a change in the relaxation time distribution of the
amorphous phase. He has also concluded that the intensity of the y peak correlates with the
fraction of amorphous material. In light of these results, the y peak can be assigned only to
the amorphous phase.
The [3 peak was absent in the acid copolymer but appeared between -20 and 0 °C for
the ionized forms, increasing in intensity with increasing neutralization. MacKnight
et a/.45 -48 indicated that there is little or no temperature variation in the [3 peak with ion
content, but Longworth and Vaughn50 have reported a large intensity increase and slight
temperature decrease of the (3 peak with increasing sodium methacrylate content due to
decreasing crystallinity. Otacka and Kwei48
,
on the other hand, observed a small
monotonic increase in Tp with increasing ionic content in ethylene-acrylic acid(E-AA)
copolymer salts. These results were explained on the basis of the Gordon-Taylor51
copolymer equation for Tg , taking the Tg ofLDPE as -20 °C and estimating the Tg of
polysodium acrylate as 230 °C. They argue that the ionized acrylic acid groups are
dispersed randomly in the amorphous phase. Considering the preceding discussion of
ionomer clustering theory and X-ray morphology, it is likely this explanation is flawed.
Hence, the (3 process in E-MAA salts can be attributed to motions of branched chain
segments excluding the clustered ionic groups.
5
Occuring between 0 and 50 °C, the p' peak increases in temperature with increasing
acid content and decreases in intensity with increasing neutralization. As the neutralization
level increases, the p' peak intensity diminishes and a new relaxation, the p peak, appears
at lower temperatures. At complete neutralization, the P' peak disappears completely.
Therefore the p
1
relaxation in E-MAA copolymers has been assigned to segmental motion
accompanying the glass transition. The large temperature increase of the P' peak over the p
peak or T
g of LDPE has been explained by the crosslinking effect of acid group dimer-
ization48-52 although these physical crossinks were deemed somewhat less effective than
chemical crosslinks in increasing T
g .
It should be noted, however, that the intensity and temperature of the p transition of
LDPE and its copolymers are quite sensitive to branch content and degree of crystallinity.
A number of investigators53-55 have contended that the weak p transition in the mechanical
spectrum of linear, high density polyethylene(HDPE) results only from disordered chain
units on the surface of crystals. As Boyd56 points out, there is no experimental evidence
for treating the interfacial region as a separate structure. The relaxation time distribution
would be expected to be smooth from loose to extended tie molecules. The p process of
PE can be traced directly to the glass-rubber transition by variation in the crystallinity via
annealing or copolymerization57 »58
. The low relaxation strength of the p process in PE is
the combined result of a large y relaxation strength, a high rubbery modulus due to
crystallites and poor resolution with the a process. As a result, the somewhat
contradictory findings of Otacka and Kwei may be explained by the unreported thermal
history of their E-AA materials.
Finally, in low MAA content copolymers, a high temperature a peak near 50 °C has
been observed and correlated with the a relaxation in LDPE. Although originally
interpreted as a relaxation within crystals, Boyd56 has observed that the mechanical
relaxation time spectrum in PE is broader and has a longer central relaxation time than the
dielectric a process. In addition, rotations of chains about the long axis of the crystal
6
at
on
observed dielectrically does not produce a mechanically active process. Therefore, the
mechanical a process has been attributed to the reorganization of loops and tie molecules
the crystal surface through a cooperative mechanism with the dielectrically active chain
rotation. The location of this transition in LDPE has been found55 t0 depend primarily
crystallite thickness. This observation is consistent with E-MAA and other ethyl
copolymers5?.^ since the a transition temperature in these ionomers decreases with
increasing comonomer content and decreasing crystallinity. At high MAA content, the
crystalline a peak was not observed.
Upon neutralization, a new high temperature relaxation, also labelled a, has been
found above 50 °C. Since this transition was observed to increase in intensity with ionic
content and neutralization, the ionomer a peak has been assigned to the softening of ionic
domains. Although the exact nature of this process remains unclear, it is certainly
associated with the ions and may involve interchange or "ion-hopping" within or between
clusters.
The melt rheology of ethylene-based ionomers has been studied in detail by many
investigators59 "64
.
The high shear rate and oscillatory shear rheology of both E-AA and
E-MAA copolymers and their metal salts have been reported. The results revealed that the
viscosity and activation energy for viscous flow for the acid copolymers were larger than
for the methyl ester derivative or LDPE if compared at identical temperatures. These
observations were explained by the temporary crosslinking effect of the carboxylic acid
dimers which persist at all shear rates measured.
Longworth63 has reported a dramatic viscosity increase with increasing neutral-
ization at low shear rates for E-MAA copolymers and salts up to 18 mole % MAA. Shear
thinning was found at high shear rates, suggesting a breakdown of structure in the ionomer
melt. Bonnotto and Bonner59 observed little difference in the viscosity/shear rate behavior
of E-AA ionomers for mono- and divalent salts at equivalent neutralization levels. The melt
viscosities and melt indices of equally neutralized lithium, sodium, potassium, calcium and
magnesium salts were nearly identical, indicating that a similar "crosslink" structure occurs
in all cases regardless of ion valency. MacKnight and coworkers62 -64 reported that the
time-temperature superposition principle6* could be applied to the acid and methyl ester
forms ofE-MAA copolymers, but not to their sodium or calcium salts. These results
indicated the presence of a two-phase structure for the salts. Differences in the acid and
ester mastercurves could be removed by a simple temperature or frequency shift and could
be explained merely by differences in their glass transition temperatures. The more
complicated rheological behavior of the salt forms was explained by a flow mechanism in
which response at short times was dominated by the hydrocarbon phase and at long times
by ionic phase dissociation. This proposed mechanism agrees well with the shear thinning
results of Longworth.
A number of difficulties are encountered in research on ethylene ionomers which
complicate interpretation of the results. Since E-MAA samples are partially crystalline,
their relaxations will be extremely sensitive to processing history. In addition, the
combination of crystallinity and ionic phase separation renders E-MAA ionomers quite
intractable and makes control of neutralization very difficult. In solution, these materials
often precipitate before complete neutralization and in the melt they are subject to oxidation
during mixing. For these reasons, few studies exist on samples of high acid content and
complete neutralization.
In order to avoid the complications associated with the presence of crystallinity and
its effect on material properties, glassy styrene-based ionomer systems have been
developed and studied extensively. Styrene-methacrylic acid(S-MAA) copolymers were
the first of these glassy systems to be investigated by Eisenberg and others4 '21 -22 '66"68 .
Differential scanning calorimetry(DSC) experiments on these systems have shown that the
glass transition temperature(Tg) increases monotonically with increasing MAA content up
to 10 mole % comonomer. Only a small Tg increase was observed when the samples were
neutralized with lithium, sodium or cesium. As in the E-MAA ionomers, the observed Tg
8
gincrease was explained by a combination of copolymerization of a bulky comonomer and a
crosslinking effect of the ionic domains or dimerized acid groups. The T
g increase of fully
neutralized samples was equivalent to chemically crosslinked polystyrene. The T
enhancement was found to be non-linear with MAA content and dependent upon
counterion. Results for all ions studied could be normalized by comparing the measured T
values to the ratio cq/a where c is ion concentration, q is ion charge and a is ionic radius.
Both stress relaxation and dynamic mechanical results on neutralized S-MAA
samples suggested a critical ion concentration for cluster formation. Fitzgerald and
Nielsen66 first observed an increase in the temperature and breadth of the glass transition
with increasing MAA in stress relaxation experiments, but did not investigate material
properties above Tg . The relaxation rates of pure polystyrene(PS) and the parent S-MAA
copolymers were found to be identical when compared relative to their Tg while the rate of
stress relaxation in the salts was much smaller.
Eisenberg4 .22,67,68 found that below approximately 6 mole % salt the time-
temperature superposition principle was obeyed with weak multiplets acting merely to slow
down the primary relaxation mechanism associated with T
g . However, the Williams-
Landel-Ferry(WLF) constants(Ci and C2) calculated for the mastercurves of the low ion
content S-MAA ionomers were quite different than the acid form or PS, indicating a
different diffusion and flow mechanism for the neutralized species. Above 6 mole % salt,
time-temperature superposition was not possible either because of the onset of a secondary
relaxation mechanism associated with clustering or because of the temperature dependence
of the polymer morphology, or both. Eisenberg21 has deconvoluted the stress relaxation
behavior into components having activation energies of 670 kj/mole and 168 kJ/mole.
Segmental motions associated with the T
g
and an "ion-hopping" mechanism between
clusters were proposed to explain these relaxation components.
The dynamic mechanical Tg of S-MAA ionomers was observed to increase with
increasing ionic content and, for samples between 3 and 6 mole % MAA, a high
g
temperature peak in the loss tangent was found. Since this peak increased in magnitude,
width and temperature with ionic content, it was attributed to a softening of ionic domains.
The temperature of the ionic peak remained constant up to approximately six mole % MAA
and then increased sharply. This effect suggested that a constant fraction of ionic groups
remain dispersed in the hydrocarbon phase until clustering occurs, resulting in hindrance of
segmental motions and increasing T
g . Eisenberg69 explained the sigmoidal dependence of
T
g on ion content by the onset of clustering at about six mole % salt. As the MAA content
and neutralization level increased, the rubber plateau moduli were found to increase as well.
A modulus enhancement would be expected with increasing crosslink density, but the
observed modulus increase was greater than predicted from rubber elasticity theory.
In fact, the concept of a critical ion concentration for clustering may not be valid
because of the non-equilibrium structure of ionomers created during processing and the
limited frequency range or time domain accessible in dynamic mechanical or stress
relaxation experiments. Eisenberg and Navratil67,68 aiso observed an ionic peak in the loss
modulus G" curves at ion contents as low as 0.6 mole % MAA. In addition, no
discontinuity was observed in the rubber plateau modulus as a function of ion content
which would be expected from a rubbery system at the onset of crosslinking.
The melt rheology of S-MAA copolymers between 1.5 and 23 mole % MAA was
first studied by Longworth and Morawetz70
. As in E-MAA ionomers, shear thinning and a
pronounced increase in apparent viscosity and flow activation energy were observed as the
MAA content increased. This increase in viscosity and activation energy over those of
polystyrene was attributed to acid group hydrogen bonding. Fitzgerald and Neilsen66
disagreed with this interpretation and explained that the viscosities of PS and S-MAA
copolymers are nearly identical if compared at an equal temperature difference from their
Tg. Shohamy and Eisenberg71 measured the dynamic storage modulus G' and dynamic
storage viscosity r\' of S-MAA copolymers up to 8.0 mole % MAA over nearly four
decades of frequency. In the temperature range studied, time-temperature superposition
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was found to apply for all acid, methyl ester and sodium salt forms examined. It is
interesting to note that at the same MAA content the G versus temperature curves of the
acid, ester and salt samples could be superimposed by selecting the proper reference
temperature. The sizes of these temperature shifts were related to the strength of interchain
forces (hydrogen bonds in the acid and electrostatic interactions in the salt). As explained
for the stress relaxation experiments, this apparent superposition may be due to the narrow
frequency and temperature ranges studied or the non-equilibrium nature of ionomer
morphology.
Similar behavior has been observed for the solid state and melt properties of
sulfonated polystyrene(SPS) ionomers by a number of workers 17 . 19-^ Weiss73 has
studied the thermal properties of SPS ionomers as a function of aging via DSC and detected
an increase in Tg and a decrease in the heat capacity change at Tg(ACp) with increasing
sulfonation for the acid and sodium salt forms. Weiss also described an anomalous event
below T
g whose intensity was a function of aging time and sulfonation level. This
relaxation was ascribed to morphological changes that occur as a consequence of
electrostatic interactions of the sulfonate groups. This explanation seems suspect since
similar aging and densification behavior is often found in many glassy polymers.
Two peaks were found in the dynamic mechanical loss tangent spectrum of
neutralized SPS ionomers 17 and both peaks were observed to increase with sulfonation
level. The lower temperature peak was assigned to the glass transition of the ion-poor
matrix and the high temperature peak to the glass transition of the clustered regions. This
high temperature peak in SPS samples occurs from 50 to 100 °C higher than in the
corresponding metal carboxylate74
,
implying the sulfonate group associations are much
stronger than carboxylate group interactions. This hypothesis has been supported by the
observations that sulfonate ionomers exhibit a prolonged rubbery plateau region even at
sulfonation levels as low as 0.5 mole % 17 -75 and that the melt viscosity of the Na salt of
SPS is 100 times greater than for the Na salt of carboxylated PS 74 . In addition, a weak
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dynamic mechanical relaxation above the glass transition has been found even in the acid
form of high ionic content SPS samples 17
.
The presence of ions was found to slow down the stress relaxation rate in SPS
ionomers, yielding a broad distribution of relaxation times. Above a certain ion concen-
tration, SPS ionomers were found to be themiorheologicaUy complex due to the onset of a
secondary relaxation mechanism associated with the ion-rich regions. In accordance with
S-MAA ionomers, the WLF constants C, and C2 calculated from the stress relaxation shift
factors increased dramatically when time-temperature superposition failed. The relaxation
rate of SPS samples was observed to be much slower than for S-MAA ionomers of
equivalent ion concentration. However, after deconvolution of the two relaxation
mechanisms, the ionic domain dissociation energy for SPS materials was determined to be
identical to the equivalent S-MAA ionomer, implying a similar viscous flow mechanism
such as "ion-hopping."
Further proof of the associative behavior of ionomers has been described recently in
experiments on the selective solvation of sulfonated ionomers. Fitzgerald and Weiss20
have determined that a polar additive such as glycerol has little effect on the T
g , but can
completely destroy the rubbery plateau region by selectively plasticizing the ionic domains.
However, dioctyl phthalate(DOP) was found to lower both the T
g and ionic transition
temperature while leaving the rubbery plateau region unaffected. This effect was explained
as a plasticization of the hydrocarbon matrix and the hydrocarbon component of the ionic
clusters by DOP, shifting the balance of elastic and electrostatic forces which stabilize the
clusters. Lundberg and Makowski74 described similar behavior in the melt viscosity of
SPS ionomers. Again using DOP as a backbone plasticizer and glycerol for ionic group
solvation, they found that the polar additives are approximately 100 times more effective in
reducing the melt viscosity than the hydrocarbon plasticizers. Agarwal et al.15 added up to
19 wt. % zinc stearate to sulfonated ethylene-propylene rubbers(S-EPDM) and found that it
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acts as a filler by increasing T
g and the rubbery modulus and as an ionic plasticizer by
decreasing the ionic transition temperature.
It is clear from this short review that ethylene- and styrene-based ionomers exhibit
quite complicated mechanical and rheological properties. Unfortunately, there have been
very few controlled studies reported in the literature of variables such as degree of
neutralization and processing temperature and environment which are important in the
formation and stability of ionic domains. Weiss and coworkerS76-78 demonstrated the
drastic effect that thermal and solvent history have on the thermal properties and small angle
X-ray scattering(SAXS) profiles of SPS ionomers. They observed that the cluster size
calculated from the SAXS peak position for zinc salts of SPS decreased as molding
temperature increased above 220 °C while the sodium salt clusters annealed and enlarged.
No SAXS peak was found in films of Mn-SPS ionomers cast from polar solvents, but a
peak was created and intensified as these samples were heated above 200 °C. Compli-
mentary DSC studies revealed an increase in T
g from 97 °C to 1 16 °C to 123 °C upon
successive heating of 7.6 mole % SPS manganese salts cast from a 90/10 THF/water
mixture.
The sensitivity of ionomer morphology to processing history was observed in a
study by Lundberg and Phillips7?. They observed time-dependent melt viscosity behavior
of SPS ionomers which even varied upon the concentration of solutions before freeze-
drying or precipitation. Finally, Mohajer et al. 16 studied the effect of excess neutralizing
agent on the bulk properties of telechelic or end-capped sulfonated polyisobutylene. They
indicated that the excess salt increases the strength of ionic associations, but has little effect
on the number of ionic domains. Tensile modulus remained constant while the elongation
at break decreased significantly as excess salt reached 100 %. It is the purpose of the
research described in the following chapters to address some of these issues using
sulfonated polystyrene and ethylene-methacrylic acid ionomers.
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C Dielectric Properties
Despite its sensitivity as a probe of the mobility of polar groups on a polymer chain,
very few studies on the dielectric response of ionomers to an alternating current(AC)
electric field have been reported in the literature. Most of the existing reports involve
E-MAA systems and appeared more than a decade ago. In the following section, the
dielectric properties of E-MAA and S-MAA ionomers are reviewed to illustrate useful
correlations with mechanical properties.
MacKnight and coworkerS80-83 pioneered this work and found that in general the
same features observed mechanically were also detected in dielectric measurements. The (3'
relaxation of the parent acid copolymer was observed, indicating that motions of both
hydrocarbon and dipolar groups were involved. This dispersion was quantitatively
accounted for on the basis of the reorientation of free carboxylic acid groups during the
glass transition. A dielectric y relaxation near -120 °C was observed and assigned to
molecular motion of methylene segments. The magnitude of the y process increased with
acid content, indicating the participation of acid groups or increasing backbone oxidation
with increasing MAA contents 1. Boyd56 has recently assigned the dielectric a process in
PE to rotation of polar entities around the chain axis within the crystalline lamellae. Since
no a relaxation was observed in E-MAA copolymers, it may be concluded that oxidation
levels were quite low or oxidation products were not incorporated into the crystal structure
of these copolymers.
The dielectric a and (3 processes of neutralized E-MAA samples also agreed with
the mechanical data. The P' relaxation diminishes and the (3 peak increases in intensity and
moves to lower temperatures as the degree of neutralization increases. The (3 process
which was assigned to the pure hydrocarbon phase in mechanical spectra was found to be
dielectrically active because of carbonyl oxidation products. The a relaxation also
increased in magnitude and temperature with increasing neutralization. The large intensity
of the dielectric a process in salt samples correlated well with the mechanical data and
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revealed that most of the salt groups participated in this mechanism. Curvature of the
frequency-temperature or Arrhenius plots for the dielectric (3 and a relaxations indicated
WLF behavior and supported their assignment to the Tg of the amorphous, hydrocarbon
and ionic phases, respectively.
The adsorption of water provided the most dramatic difference between the
dielectric and mechanical measurements. Adsorption of very small amounts of water
(about 1 wt. %) produced a dielectric relaxation at approximately -40 °C and a shift of the a
peak to lower temperatures due to ionic domain plasticization. The intensity of the low
temperature peak was proportional to the water content but its position was insensitive to
the water level. This peak was attributed to the reorientation of the strong dipole of water
molecules which hydrate the cations.
Of the few other reports on the dielectric properties of ionomers, only two by
Eisenberg23,84 deal with the s.maa system and none haye been published Qn the sps
system. As in dynamic mechanical experiments, two overlapping dielectric loss tangent
peaks were observed by Eisenberg after subtraction of background conductivity for
S-MAA ionomers containing 2.0 to 9.0 mole % sodium methacrylate. Both peaks were
found to increase in temperature and magnitude as a function of MAA content with a faster
rise of the high temperature ionic transition than the low temperature glass transition. The
intensity or relaxation strength of the glass transition process increased up to approximately
5.0 mole % MAA and then remained constant at higher salt concentrations. However, the
intensity of the deconvoluted ionic transition increased gradually up to 5.0 mole % MAA
and then very rapidly at high concentrations. These results were explained by multiplet
clustering at all compositions which was not fully developed until the hydrocarbon matrix
became saturated with multiplets near 5.0 mole % salt.
The relative magnitudes of the two relaxation peaks varied with increasing
measurement frequency. At high frequencies and therefore high temperatures, the
magnitude of the glass transition increased relative to the ionic relaxation. This effect was
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interpreted to mean that clusters dissociated at temperatures above the dilatometric Tg ,
resulting in more ionic groups participating in the relaxation. However, this Tg intensity
increase may be interpreted simply as a narrowing of relaxation time distribution where the
peak intensity increases with increasing temperature.
These experiments were extended to the free acid form and partially neutralized
S-MAA material, with respect to the PS precursor, the Tg of the free acid form was
found to increase linearly with MAA concentration after a sharp initial rise at low acid
content. WLF behavior was displayed for the acid copolymers with a WLF constant Ci of
about 12 and increasing C2 with increasing MAA. These results were in broad agreement
with mechanical data, but the dielectric C2 values were a factor of two smaller than the
mechanical shift factors.
Two dielectric relaxations were observed for all neutralization levels studied and
both peak temperatures rose up to 90 % neutralization. Upon complete neutralization, the
ionic transition continued to higher temperature but the T
g decreased slightly as a result of
greater phase separation and ion clustering. Since the dielectric permittivity of the fully
neutralized MAA salts was very close to that of pure polystyrene, it was concluded that
very few ionic groups were dissolved in the hydrocarbon matrix. In fact, Eisenberg
calculated84 that only about 2.0 percent of the salt groups remain as simple ion pairs and
that the association constant of the salt species is approximately 1000 times larger than for
the acid form.
There are a number limitations to the quantitative analysis of the dielectric relaxation
behavior of ionomers. As previously mentioned, even the smallest traces of water can
affect significantly the position and magnitude of the ionic relaxation. Preparation of
anhydrous samples is very difficult since neutralized ionomers are often made using metal
hydroxides and the ionic species can coordinate water in a tightly bound hydration shell.
Dielectric properties of polymers are very sensitive to film surface imperfections, contact
with the capacitance cell and mobile polar impurities. Specifically, free ions in ionomer
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samples can quickly and easily migrate to the sample surface, resulting in electrode
polarization and inordinately large values of permittivity and loss. These space charge
effects cannot be subtracted directly from the observed dielectric response as can
contributions due to DC conductivity. In fact, a number of authorslO.12,85,87 have reported
that the primary relaxation mechanism in some ionomers results from interfacial polar-
ization due to accumulation and dissipation of mobile charges at ion cluster boundaries.
Therefore, the dependence of dielectric loss on MAA content and temperature measured by
Eisenberg may be significantly altered, causing erroneous or inappropriate deconvolution
of the overlapping loss peaks.
D. NMR Studies
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy provides a sensitive means for probing
relaxation phenomena in polymers over a wide frequency range which can be readily
interpreted on a molecular level. Because of its high cost and limited accessibility, very
few reports have been published on the solid state NMR of ionomers. Wideline NMR
of perflourinated Nafion® resins dominate the literature but a few high resolution solid state
13C and wideline 23Na NMR papers also exist.
MacKnight and coworkers80 studied the breadline proton relaxation of a 4.1 mole
percent MAA-ethylene copolymer and its 53% neutralized Na salt and obtained spin-lattice
or longitudinal relaxation times(Ti) and spin-lattice relaxation times(T]p ) in the rotating
frame as functions of temperature. The characteristic frequencies for these measurements
were 30 MHz for Tj and 10-100 kHz for Ti p . For both the acid and salt forms, the
magnetization decay in T\ measurements was exponential and could be described by a
single time constant while the decay in Ti p measurements was non-exponential and could
only be fitted by two relaxation constants. This double exponential decay was explained by
contributions from both crystalline and amorphous components and was consistent with the
presence of a high temperature a' peak and a low temperature yc peak in the mechanical
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spectra of annealed samples. The coupling of these two components was explained by a
spin-diffusion mechanism in which motions in one phase affect the relaxations in the other
phase. As indicated previously, however, BoydSO has ascribed this apparent two
component behavior only to a change in the relaxation time distribution of the amorphous
phase. In the acid copolymer, Tj and Tlp minima corresponding to the dielectric and
mechanical p and y processes were found in addition to a 5 relaxation below - 100 °C
which was not detected by mechanical or dielectric spectroscopies. The low activation
energy 5 process was attributed to rotations of methyl groups present in the MAA units.
The sodium neutralized system displayed both the 5 and 7 relaxations in addition to a high
temperature process in the region of the merged a and (3 relaxations.
Solid state 13C spectra and relaxation times of E-MAA ionomers were obtained
recently by Belfiore88 -89 using the cross-polarization magic angle spinning(CP-MAS)
technique. Distinct resonance lines were observed for both the crystalline and amorphous
methylene(CH2) units. The amorphous CH2 linewidth in the ionomer was observed to be
approximately three times wider than that of LDPE, indicating a more rigid structure of the
amorphous domains. The intensity of the crystalline CH2 peak was found to decrease with
increasing neutralization. The carbonyl region near 180 ppm. exhibited two distinct, but
very weak, peaks for the partially neutralized samples, corresponding to carboxylic dimers
and carboxylate ions. These results were consistent with mechanical and dielectric studies
and indicate the opportunities for a molecular level probe of ionic domain relaxations with
13C-labelled materials.
McBrierty90"94 has investigated the effects of water on the backbone and ionic
group mobility of perflourinated sulfonate and carboxylate membranes using *H and 19F
NMR. Low levels of absorbed water were found to solidfy into a glass near -100 °C in the
acid precursor and at slightly higher temperatures for high water content and in the Na salt
form. This bound water was observed to undergo a rapid exchange between a
heterogeneous distribution of sites at temperatures above its Tg- The specific charged end
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group was found to have little influence on the structure or temperature behavior of the
aqueous phase. Exchanged ions in these perfluorinated membranes were not directly
coordinated by the sulfonate or carboxylate group, bu, by water a, ambient humidity and
above.
The motional constraints imposed by ionic aggregation were identified by the
obvious changes measured in I9p Spin-spin or transverse relaxation times(T2). Three
mechanical and magnetic resonance relaxations have been observed in the sulfonic acid
form and its salts. The high temperature a process has been assigned to the glass transition
while the (3 process resulted from relaxations of the fluorinated ether side chain. The low
temperature 7 peak was presumed to arise from motions similar to those in the 7 relaxation
region of polytetrafluoroethylene(PTFE). The T
g of the salt form was found to be nearly
100 °C higher than the acid. This large increase is in qualitative agreement with the
observation of Robeson95 that the T
g increase due to sulfonation is inversely proportional
to the precursor chain stiffness. While the 7 relaxation remained insensitive to the presence
of water, the a and (3 relaxations shifted to lower temperatures with the addition of water in
both the acid and salt forms. These effects agree quite well with dielectric and mechanical
results from other ionomer systems.
Perhaps the most sensitive probe of the immediate chemical environment and
mobility of ionic aggregates is NMR of the alkali metal cations present in these domains.
Otacka and Davis96 were the first to attempt this type of study by measuring the 7Li-NMR
linewidth of lithium neutralized E-AA copolymer. Linewidth changes corresponding to the
y and p transitions were observed for the salt at -60 and 55 °C, respectively. Since these
transition regions were also found in proton resonance linewidths, the increased motion
responsible for the decreased 7Li linewidth at these two temperatures was attributed to a
corresponding increase in matrix mobility. These results were taken as support of the
hypothesis that salt groups are uniformly distributed in the amorphous phase of the
polymer. Otacka and Davis argued that matrix mobility would not be transferred effectively
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to the cation if lithium nuclei were present fa, exclusive domains. However, they also
observed a finite ?Li linewidth which persists up to 150 °C and may have resulted from an
anisotropic charge distribution around clustered ?U nuclei. In addition, 7Li has a tendency
to form covalent bonds with oxygen atoms, complicating the interpretation 0f iinewidths
and lineshapes as functions of temperature.
Mauritz and Komoroski97 produced a study of 23Na binding fa Nafion@^ ^ ^
function of water content and temperature. A large chemical shift of approximately 1 30
ppm. and a large linewidth increase were observed upon decreasing water content from 30
to
1 wt. %. These effects were reversed with increasing temperature and were interpreted
as a fast equilibrium between bound cations and unbound, but weakly associated cations in
the hydrophilic regions of the ionomer.
These authors did not observe any evidence for the anisotropic electronic distrib-
ution about the sodium ions which would be expected in a phase separated ionomer
system. They explained this anomaly by the rapid exchange of free and bound species
which will yield an equilibrium spectrum. While this interpretation may be true, they
measured only a very narrow field width of 10 kilohertz and most likely failed to detect the
fast relaxing component of the 23Na lineshapes that would be expected for this and other
ionomer systems. Experiments designed to measure these very broad components of the
23Na hneshape should prove quite fruitful in estimating the average coordination of acid
ligands to cations in ionic domains.
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CHAPTER n
RELAXATIONS IN SULFONATED POLYSTYRENE IONOMERS
A. Introduction
The solid state physical properties of ion-containing polymers have been studied
extensively in both academia and industry for nearly three decadesl-5. These materials,
often referred to as ionomers, are defined generally as hydrocarbon polymers containing
less than 10 mole % ionic groups either pendant or terminal to the chain. Initial studies^
of ionomer morphology showed that these polar substituents tend to phase separate from
the non-polar material, forming ion-rich domains which act as thermally labile crosslinks.
This phase separation has been found*- 10 to be limited by elastic forces on the chains and
steric packing restrictions, yielding ionic regions which consist of aggregated multiplets of
a few ion pairs and trapped hydrocarbon chains.
Despite extensive study, the exact nature of ionic domain formation and stability is
not fully understood. One of the major obstacles in the study of ionomer physical
properties is the non-equilibrium nature of the ionic interactions. It has been shown in a
number of reports that ionomer dielectric and dynamic mechanical properties are very
sensitive to variables such as processing temperature and environment, polar additives,
counterion and degree of neutralization. However, there have been relatively few
published papers in which the effects of these parameters have been studied in a controlled
fashion.
Recently, Weiss and coworkers 1 M3 observed in small angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) experiments that the ionic cluster size of zinc salts of sulfonated polystyrene(SPS)
decreased as processing temperature exceeded 220 °C while sodium salt clusters annealed
and enlarged as the result of the same thermal history. It was also found that thermal
properties and SAXS peak intensities depended strongly upon the solvent used for film
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casting. No SAXS peak was found initially in a manganese salt of SPS cast from a 90/10
THF/water mixture, but a peak formed and intensified at temperatures above 200 °C.
Complimentary differential scanning calorimetry(DSC) studies revealed a glass transition
temperature(T
g) increase from 97 °C to 1 16 °C to 123 °C on successive heating runs.
Lundberg and Phillips" reported that the melt viscosity of SPS salts varied with
time and even the solution concentration before freeze-drying or precipitation. Material
isolated from 0.3 wt. % solutions exhibited initial melt viscostiy 10 times less than samples
derived from 4.0 wt. % solutions. The viscosity of dilute solution products increased
nearly one order of magnitude over one hour at 220 °C while the viscosity of material from
concentrated solutions remained constant. These effects were attributed to the slow
equilibration of solution entanglements which were fixed upon freeze-drying. It is
important to recognize that processing variables such as solvent and temperature history be
closely monitored in order to understand ionomer physical properties.
Despite the proliferation of papers on ionomer characterization, there have been
very few attempts to quantitatively assess ionic domain morphology. MacKnight and
coworkers 15^6 have applied elementary concepts of rubber elasticity theory to poly-
pentenamer ionomers. For thioglycolate salts, the measured rubber plateau moduli were
greater than calculated from elasticity theory due to the reinforcing effect of the ionic
domains. On the other hand, phosphonylated polypentenamer samples exhibited quite low
rubber moduli as a result of inefficient or weak clustering. Broze et al. 17 > 18 have applied
rubber elasticity theory to carboxylic acid end-capped polybutadienes and emperically
incorporated the valency of the cation into the theory. It was found that ionic crosslink
functionality increased with cation size. However, none of these studies rigorously
accounts for chain entanglements, the multifunctional crosslinks expected in ionomers or
the non-equilibrium behavior of the plateau modulus.
Because of its sensitivity as a molecular probe level of polar group mobility, a
number of semi-quantitative dielectric relaxation experiments have been performed on
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lonomers 19-22 In general, it has been possible to account quantitatively for the intensity of
low temperature relaxations using simple concepts of dielectric relaxation. Unfortunately,
the interpretation of dielectric losses resulting from ionic phase dissociation is complicated
by ionic conductivity and interfacial polarization effects. Although dielectric theory allows
for conductivity corrections, a quantitative assessment of the intensity of the ionic relax-
ation region is dubious because of the large errors inherent in such calculations.
The purpose of this investigation is to clarify the roles of ionic content, counterion,
thermal history and degree of neutralization on ionic group mobility in sulfonated poly-
styrene(SPS) lonomers. Material properties have been carefully characterized via elemental
analysis, differential scanning calorimetry(DSC), dynamic mechanical thermal analysis
(DMTA) and dielectric thermal analysis(DETA). Ionic network functionality has been
evaluated from network theory23 as a function of sulfonation level and molding tem-
perature. The fraction of free salt groups has been determined from the relaxation strength
of the glass transition using the Frolich equation24
.
B. Experimental
Powders of sulfonated polystyrene(SPS) having a number average molecular
weight of 85,000 and molecular weight distribution of 2.66 were prepared as part of
another project25 using a method described previously26 -27
. Sulfonation was carried out at
50 °C with 20 wt. % solutions of polystyrene(Dow Styron 666) in 1,2-dichloroethane.
Acetyl sulfate formed in situ from acetic anhydride and sulfuric acid was used as
sulfonating agent at the desired concentration. After reacting one hour, samples were either
precipitated into well-stirred methanol as the sulfonic acid form or neutralized with sodium
hydroxide or zinc acetate. All salt forms were precipitated once in methanol, redissolved in
1,2-dichloroethane and reprecipitated in isopropanol. Polymers were recovered by
filtration, air drying and vacuum drying at 50-60 °C for 6-7 hours. Sulfonation and
neutralization levels were calculated from sulfur, sodium and zinc elemental analysis data.
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The resulting materials were completely neutralized and ranged from 0.5 to 4.5 mole %
sulfonate where one mole % refers to one of every 100 repeat units functioned.
Samples which indicate neutralization level were prepared by the author from the
sulfonic acid precursors in 5 wt. % solutions of anhydrous 1,4-dioxane. Neutralization
was carried out by adding stoichiometric amounts of a 20 wt. % methanolic sodium
hydroxide solution. Materials were recovered by freeze-drying for 6 hours and vacuum
drying at 100 °C for 12 hours. Degree of neutralization was determined by the sodium to
sulfur content from elemental analysis.
Film samples for analysis were made by compression molding into the appropriate
shape at one metric ton pressure in vacuum of less than 2 mm. Hg. The polystyrene
control and the acid precursors were molded at 150 °C while the sodium and zinc salts of
SPS were prepared at 275 °C and slowly cooled to room temperature. A few salt samples
were molded at other indicated temperatures to study thermal history effects on material
properties. All samples were subjected to a repetition of pressure loading and unloading to
remove voids and were held at the molding temperature 20 minutes before applying
pressure to ensure thermal equilibrium. All materials were stored in a vacuum dessicator
until measurement to prevent adorption of water.
A polystyrene sulfonic acid sodium salt(PSSA/Na) homopolymer was used as a
control for the thermal analysis of the SPS ionomers. This material was purchased from
Polysciences, Inc. (cat # 8773, lot # 4-1046) and had a nominal molecular weight of
500,000. Since this polymer is highly hygroscopic, three DSC scans at 20 °C per minute
between 150 and 450 °C were necessary to acheive a repeatable Tg measurement.
A Perkin-Elmer Thermal Analysis System 7 Differential Scanning Calorimeter
(DSC 7) was used for analysis of the glass transition temperature(Tg) and heat capacity
increment at Tg(ACp ). All samples were conditioned at 200 °C for 5 minutes and then
quenched in liquid nitrogen. Thermal scans were acquired between 20 and 200 °C at a rate
of 20 °C per minute using the midpoint of the heat capacity step as Tg . Measurements were
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repeated on at least three different samples to check reproducibility. Tg and ACp were
calculated manually from normalized plots of heat flow versus temperature.
Dynamic mechanical measurements were performed on a Polymer Laboratories
Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analyzer(PL-DMTA) Mk I system using the shear
deformation mode. Compression molded discs approximately 1 mm. thick and 8 mm.
wide were studied under dry nitrogen over a temperature range of 50 to 300 °C at a
scanning rate of 3 °C per minute and with a strain setting of xl(approx. 0.4 % strain). The
storage(G') and loss(G") shear moduli as well as the phase lag(tangent 5 = G"/G') were
recorded in the thermal scans at 0.33, 1.0, 3.0, 10.0 and 30.0 Hz. and in 10 °C step
isothermal runs at six frequencies between 0.1 and 30.0 Hz. The PL-DMTA performs
multifrequency thermal scans by continuous heating and consecutively alternating
frequency, allowing a settling time at each frequency and averaging over five frequency
cycles.
Expansion coefficient measurements were made on a Seiko Instruments Thermo-
Mechanical Analyzer(TMA 100) interfaced with a Seiko SSC5000 TA Data Station. Data
were taken with an expansion probe having a cross-sectional area of 1.0 mm.2 and at a
sampling rate of 0.1 seconds using a 1.0 gram load. Samples were approximately 1.5 mm
thick and 6 mm. wide compression molded cylinders. Data were collected on the second
scan from 20 to 170 °C at 20 °C per minute to ensure good contact between probe and
sample.
Dielectric properties of compression molded discs about 0.2 mm. thick and 33 mm.
wide were measured with a Polymer Laboratories Dielectric Thermal Analyzer(PL-DETA)
using a parallel plate capacitance cell and a one volt alternating current(AC) electric field.
Thermal scans were performed from 50 to 250 °C at 3 °C per minute while isotherms were
recorded from 80 °C up to 200 °C in 10 °C steps with six minute thermal equilibration at
each temperature. The dielectric permittivity(e') and loss(£") along with the phase lag
(tangent 5 = £"/£') were measured at 0.2, 1.0, 5.0 and 10.0 kHz. in thermal scans and at
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thirty frequencies between 0.1 and 15.0 kHz. in isothermal runs. All data were recorded
on the second scan and on samples sputter-coated with gold to ensure good contact
between electrode and sample. Like the DMTA, multifrequency DETA thermal scans
consist of continuous heating with frequency alteration and data averaging over twenty
frequency cycles.
C. Result s and Disci ssion
1
.
Differential Scanning Calorimetry(DSC)
Typical DSC thermograms for the acid, sodium and zinc forms of the 4.5 mole %
sulfonated polystyrene(SPS) and the polystyrene(PS) precursor are shown in Figure 2.1
and the complete results for all acid, sodium and zinc samples studied are compiled in
Table 2.
1 and Figure 2.2. It is obvious from these data that the incorporation of sulfonic
acid groups on the polystyrene backbone increases the glass transition temperature(Tg)
significantly over the PS precursor. This effect appears to be somewhat greater for the
sodium and zinc salts than the acid form. More importantly, chain mobility as
measured by the change in heat capacity at T
g(ACp) decreases markedly with increasing
sulfonation for the salt forms.
An enhancement of T
g by the addition of ionic moeties to the polymer backbone has
been observed by DSC in most ionomer systems3
.
Eisenberg and Navratil28 have detected
a linear Tg increase of about 2-3 °C per mole % ion in styrene-methacrylic acid(S-MAA)
copolymer salts up to 6 mole % comonomer while at higher concentrations the Tg increase
was faster. These results were explained by the onset of ionic phase separation above six
mole % salt and the inclusion of hydrocarbon chain segments into the ionic clusters. The
data presented in this study are in broad agreement with this assessment except for a sharp
initial rise in Tg at low acid or salt content [see Figure 2.2(a)].
The effects of both copolymerization and crosslinking have been invoked to explain
the increase in Tg at low ion contents
28
-
29
. The contribution of each of these effects has
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TABLE 2.
1 - Thermal Properties of SPS Ionomers
(Perkin-Elmer DSC 7, 20 °C/min.)
Sample
(mole % S / ion^ V
v. <~)
ACp 2/ T IT T~ « h
(J/K»mole) VTO Te 4TO
D.S. 666 97.5 ± 1.0 35.7 ± l.O 98.5 98.5
0.5 / H 107 7IV//*/ J J.J
1.2 / H 10Q 7 33.6
2.5 /H 113.6 33.0
4.5 /H 117.7 33.6
0 5/ N;i i no 7 34.6 100.2 101.7
1 2 / Na 110/1 32.8 102.3 106.2
9 S / Mq
^.j / in a 1 1 O A1 12.4 32.0 106.1 114.5
4.5 / Na 123.4 30.2 112.1 127.4
0.5 /Zn 108.8 32.5
1.2 /Zn Hl.4 31.8
2.5 / Zn ll 6.7 29.1
4.5 / Zn 123.9 27.3
1 Average of at least three samples quenched from 200 °C in liquid nitrog
2 According to Judovitis et a/.(ref. 31), ACn(P.S.) = 30.8 J/K>mole for sampl
ofMn = 200K cooled from 200 °C at 10 °C/min. and heated at 10 °C/min
en.
'es
3 Calculated from equation 2.1 using Tg
°°
= 100 °C, Km = 1.2 x 105 and
Kx = 0.65 x 105 from the styrene-divinyl benzene system.
4 Calculated from the Gordon-Taylor equation (equation 2.2) using k = 1,
T
g(P.S.) = 98.5 °C and Tg(PSSA/Na) = 420 °C.
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Quenched SPS Samples.
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or exist as
been calculated assuming the sulfonate groups act as simple crosslinks
homogeneous comonomer units. Fox and Loshaek30 derived an expression for the
increase in Tg with molecular weight and degree of croslinking. This approach was based
upon the decrease in specific volume and mobility of the chains arising from the decrease in
the number of chain ends and the exchange of van der Waals bonds for shorter covalent
bonds. The expression:
M c v (equation 2.1)
was produced where T
g
~ is the glass transition at infinite molecular weight M, p is the
concentration of crosslinks per gram and Km and Kc are constants dependent upon the
chemical structure of the repeat units. This derivation assumes that the crosslink units have
no compositional effect on T
g and is only valid for high molecular weight and low
crosslink contents. The dotted line in Figure 2.2(a) was calculated using T
g
°° = 100 °C,
Km = 1.2 x 105 and Kc = 0.65 x 105 which are constants for an ideal crosslinked system
of styrene and divinyl benzene(DVB). Judovitis et a/. 31 have reported recently that the
Fox-Loshaek equation fits a PS/DVB system if T
g
~ = 105 °C, but Loshaek32 found that T
g
was dependent upon composition as well as crosslinking in methyl methacrylate networks.
In the case of SPS ionomers, crosslinking alone does not explain the magnitude of the
observed T
g increase.
As mentioned, an alternate explanation of the T
g increase due to sulfonation may be
the effect of copolymerization. Many attempts33 "35
,
mostly empirical in nature, have been
made to predict the variation of Tg with composition in random, amorphous copolymers.
Perhaps the most commonly used and versatile of these expressions is that due to Gordon
and Taylor33
.
These authors assume that copolymers behave like solutions of small
molecules with regard to packing behavior and that there is ideal volume additivity of the
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repeat units. Taking into account the thermal expansion of the glassy and rubbery states,
Gordon and Taylor derived the relation:
g
1 + (k-l)W
2
(equation 2.2)
where Tg , Tgl and Tg2 are the glass transition temperatures of the copolymer and each of
the component homopolymers, respectively, W2 is the weight fraction of component 2 and
k is a constant based on the molar volumes and expand coefficients of each component.
As shown in Table 2.1 and by the dashed line in Figure 2.2a, the data for the SPS sodium
salts are not fit by application of the Gordon-Taylor equation alone if k = 1 and
Tg(PSSA/Na) « 420 °C.
A third possible explanation of the observed ionomer T
g increase with sulfonate
may be a filler effect of the ionic domains. The glass transition region of a polymer is often
broadened on the high temperature side and the Tg may increase in the presence of filler
particles36,37 These effects^ attri5uted tQ the adsorption of chain segments omo the
filler particles, yielding a reduction in segmental mobility close to the particle surfaces. It is
possible that the hydrocarbon chains which are trapped in ionic clusters may be affected in
this manner. However, the total volume fraction of clustered regions in ionomers is
expected to be quite small due to the low fraction of ionic groups on the backbone. Since
the Tg enhancement with filler content is typically only 10 °C for 50 volume % filler, it is
unlikely that this explanation applies to SPS ionomers although the ionic domains possibly
act as fillers in the rubbery region [see section 2(a) of the Results and Discussion].
It may be concluded that the observed Tg increase of SPS ionomers with sulfon-
ation involves a combination of crosslinking and compositional effects. Since at least two
bulky sulfonate groups are required to form a crosslink, it is obvious that the junctions are
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not simple connecting points between chains. In addition, both lonomer phase separation
theory and experimental results [see section 2] reveal that the iomc domains act as multi-
functional network junctions whereas the Fox-Loshaek equation assumes tetrafunctional
crosslinks. Finally, the strong ionic associations of the clusters may invalidate the
assumption of volume additivity in both the Fox-Loshaek and Gordon-Taylor equations.
Gibbs and DiMarzio38 argue that Tg is determined largely by the energy difference
between rotational isomeric states of the main chain bonds, the free volume of the system
and the interaction energy between neighboring chain segments. Both crosslinking and
copolymerization of bulky monomer units would result in a decrease in the number of
degrees of freedom or entropy of a polymer chain. If the entropy or disorder decrease, T
g
would be expected to increase and the heat capacity change at T
g(ACp ) should decrease for
stiff copolymers and networks. In fact, the product ACp.Tg has been found39 t0 be nearly
constant for a wide variety of polymers. Judovitis et of 31 observed a constant value of
AC
p.Tg for polystyrene/divinyl benzene(DVB) networks at low crosslink contents but this
approximation failed at DVB concentrations above 7 mole %.
The small ACp decrease with increasing DVB observed by Judovitis et alP and the
variation in ACp for the acid, sodium and zinc SPS samples are displayed in Figure 2.2(b).
It is apparent that SPS salts exhibit a much larger AC
p decrease than PS/DVB networks
while the acid forms yield a relatively small ACp decrease with respect to polystyrene. A
similar trend was observed in a DSC study by Weiss29 where a 5.5 mole % SPS Na salt
displayed a ACp of 25.8 J/K-mole compared to ACp(PS) of 30.9 J/K-mole. The specific
interactions of ion clustering may be manifested by the large decrease of ACp with salt
content compared to the acid form and PS.
2. Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis(DMTA)
For a purely elastic material, application of a sinusoidal stress field will result in a
dynamic strain which is completely in-phase with the stress. In accordance with Hooke's
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law, all of the elastic energy put into the system will be completely recoverable. For a
purely viscous material, the stress and strain will be 90° out-of-phase and all of the energy
put into the system will be lost as heat. However, most polymers exhibit a combination of
elastic and viscous behave and are commonly termed "viscoelastic". If a polymer is
subjected to a sinusoidal stress of varying frequency at constant temperature or of constant
frequency during a temperature scan, molecular relaxations may be observed by measuring
the out-of-phase component of the stress. When the average relaxation time of molecular
motions in the polymer becomes comparable to the timescale of the measurement, maxima
can be observed in the loss component of the stress because some of the system energy is
lost as heat. Materials which display only one relaxation mechanism and hence a single
loss peak are termed "thermorheologically simple" while materials with multiple over-
lapping relaxation processes are referred to as "thermorheologically complex".
As described in Chapter I, neutralized ionomers tend to possess phase-separated
ionic domains which create a secondary relaxation mechanism in their dynamic mechanical
spectra. Ionic phase separation results in the interesting non-equilibrium properties
displayed by these Theologically complex materials. The following section will address the
formation and stability of ionic domains in SPS ionomers as functions of sulfonation level,
counterion and especially degree of neutralization and thermal history.
a. Effect of Sulfonation Level and Cation Type
A typical DMTA multifrequency scan of the storage G' and loss G" moduli versus
temperature for the 4.5 mole % SPS Na salt is shown in Figure 2.3. For the sake of
clarity, experimental points have been eliminated from the curves. Two relaxations are
readily apparent which are assigned to the onset of chain motions associated with the Tg (at
approximately 100 °C) and the dissociation of ionic domains above 200 °C. Both the Tg
and the ionic transition temperature(Tjon ic) increase with increasing frequency as expected,
but the temperaure shift of the ionic relaxation is much larger, indicating a significantly
38
Temperature (°C)
Figure 2.3 Typical Multifrequency Thermal Scan of Storage G' and Loss G" Moduli for
the 4.5 Mole % SPS Sodium Salt.
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lower activation energy Ea (log f a Ea/RTmax ). It is tmportant to notice that there is no
freqnency disperston of the rubbery platean modnli G near 170 °C over the two decades of
frequency measured. The loss modulus G" displays a minimum tn this range and G'
increases slightly with temperature as expected from rubber elasticity theory (G a T).
These effects indicate that the neutralized ionomers behave as solids up to 200 °C and that
the measured rubbery plateau modulus may be treated, to a first approbation, as the
equilibrium rubbery modulus.
One drawback of using the PL-DMTA system in the shear mode is the error
associated with the measurement of the glassy modulus. This instrument is capable of
measuring stiffness S' from 1Q2 to 10*3 Pa nH where S 1 is the restoring force of the
sample per unit displacement. Stiffness is related to modulus G' by S' = k G' where k is a
sample geometry factor (k = 2A/1 where A is sample cross-sectional area and I is thickness
in meters). Since log S' = log k + log G' and the samples studied here yield
-log k = 1.0,
the maximum measurable sample modulus G' in the shear mode is approximately 107-5 Pa .
Above this modulus, the response becomes dominated by instrument compliance. The
shear modulus of glassy polystyrene is known40 t0 be about 109 Pa which is far greater
than the stiffness range of the instrument.
As can be seen in Figures 2.3 - 2.6, the measured glassy shear moduli of PS and
SPS ionomers are much less than expected. In the glassy state, the DMTA can not achieve
the selected strain amplitude of ~ 0.4 % and, if it does, this strain level is near the limit of
the linear viscoelastic region of polymer deformation. The combined effects of instrument
compliance and strain amplitude error yield low values for the glassy shear moduli of these
materials. Conversely, the DMTA in the shear mode measures quite accurate and
reproducible data in the rubbery state since the sample stiffness is in the middle of the
optimum instrument range (S' « 104 to 105 Pa nr 1 ).
The DMTA curves at 1 Hz. for polystyrene and all of the acid, sodium and zinc
species studied are shown in Figures 2.4 - 2.6 and the results are compiled in Table 2.2.
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Temperature (°C)
Figure 2.5 Storage G' and Loss G" Moduli Versus Temperature for All SPS Sodium
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-1 —
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Temperature (°C)
Figure 2.6 Storage G' and Loss G" Moduli Versus Temperature for All SPS Zinc
Salts (1 Hz.).
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2.2 - Mechanical Transition Temperatures of SPS Ionomers
(G" peaks, 1 Hz.)
Sample
vinoie /oof ion)
( C)
Tionic
(°C)
Ea(ionic) 1
(kJ/mole)
Dow Styron 666 99±1
0 5 / H IDS
12 /H
2.5 /H 113
4.5 /H 116
0 5 / Na 1 HQ 249 ± 5 152 ± 15
1 2 / Na 1 no 239 145
2.5 / Na in 230 136
4.5 / Na 118 239 168
0.5 / Zn 110
1.2 /Zn 111 196 115
2.5 / Zn 115 206 126
4.5 / Zn 122 197 182
Note: All correlation coefficients exceed 0.99.
1 log frequency a Ea/2.303 RT.
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As in DSC, a clear increase in Tg with sulfonate is observed in all forms due to restriction
of chain segment mobility by crosslinking and copolymerization. This Tg enhancement is
found to be more pronounced in the sodium and zinc salts. In the acid form (Figure 2.4), a
weak relaxation is observed at high sulfonation levels above the Tg which may be
associated with the breakdown of acid group associations (e.g., hydrogen bonds). Rigdahl
and Eisenberg4l also observed this type of relaxation in SPS ionomers, but only at
sulfonation levels near 10 mole %. This difference may be atttnbuted to the low sensitivity
of the torsional pendulum used by Rigdahl and Eisenberg to relaxations in the rubbery
state. As reported in Chapter I, neutralized ionomers exhibit small angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) peaks due to the electron density difference between ionic clusters and the hydro-
carbon matrix. Although the electron difference is quite small, some preliminary SAXS
evidence^ supports the concept of "hydrogen bonded clusters" in which the polar sulfonic
acid moeties phase separate from the hydrocarbon chains.
All of the salt forms except the 0.5 mole % Zn salt (Figures 2.5 & 2.6) display an
extended rubbery plateau region above T
g and possess a high temperature relaxation
attributable to the dissociation of the ionic aggregates. The intensity of the glass transition
peak decreases while the ionic transition intensity rises with increasing sulfonation in both
the sodium and zinc salts. This behavior would be expected since the T
g relaxation
strength is governed by the rubbery plateau modulus (relax, strength = G'giasS - G'mbber)
and the total volume fraction of ionic domains will increase with sulfonation. The glass
transition region also broadens considerably in the high salt content materials compared to
PS and the acid precursors. This result indicates an increase in the distribution of
relaxation times for the Tg region of SPS salts as observed by Rigdahl and Eisenberg41 .
The data in Figures 2.5 & 2.6 and Table 2.2 reveal a constant Tionic with
sulfonation level although the ionic domain relaxations persist to approximately 40 °C
higher in the sodium compared to zinc salts. In addition, the activation energy Ea of the
ionic interactions calculated from Arrhenius plots (log f a Ea/RT) apparently increases with
J
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sulfonate level for the zinc salts, but remains constant for the sodium salts. Although the
concentration of ionic domains may increase with sulfonation, the strength of the sodium
salt interactions remains the same as indicated by the values of Tionic and Ea . These
findings are in agreement with the SAXS results of Weiss et alM in which SPS zinc salt
domains were found to dissociate while sodium salt clusters annealed and enlarged at
temperatures above 220 °C.
Rigdahl and Eisenberg41 have reported previously that Tionic increased with
sulfonation level in SPS sodium salts in contrast to the results of this report. This
discrepancy is caused by the different thermal histories of each set of samples. As reported
in the Experimental section, SPS samples studied in this work were molded at 275 °C for
20 minutes while Rigdahl described molding temperatures of only 20-30 °C above Tg . It is
obvious from the data in Figure 2.5 that Rigdahl's samples remained in a rigid rubbery
state (G
- 106 Pa) during molding. The materials examined in this study were prepared at
temperatures above Tionic where chains may flow and relax much more readily (see the
following section for the effect of thermal history on modulus and Tionic).
The behavior of both sodium and zinc SPS samples at high temperatures is
consistent with the commonly proposed "ion-hopping" mechanism for flow. In this
model, ionic domains do not completely dissociate but soften, allowing ionic groups to
diffuse individually from cluster to cluster. Even above 250 °C, the measured storage
moduli do not drop precipitously as would be expected for a freely flowing system. If the
high temperature ionic transition represented a true glass transition, the activation energy of
the relaxation should be quite high (near 600 kJ/mole). However, the measured flow
activation energies for SPS ionomers were only on the order of 120-150 kJ/mole which
agrees well with the value of 145 kJ/mole found by Rigdahl and Eisenberg41 . Weiss and
coworkers 11 " 13 have furnished further support for an ion-hopping relaxation mechanism by
observing the persistence of an ionomer SAXS peak at temperatures well above the
softening temperature measured by mechanical methods.
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Although a number of attempts have been made to explain rubbery properties of
ionomers from rubber elasticity theoryl5-18
5 a quantitative assessment of the nature of the
multifunctional ionic junctionS8-10 has not been reported. Only in the past fifteen years has
elasticity theory been developed to incorporate functionalities greater than four23.43^5.
Pearson and Graessley23 derived expressions based on statistical methods describing the
modulus of random multifunctional networks containing entanglements and specifically
mentioned ionomers and semi-crystalline polymers as systems for which the theory may
apply. Assuming that the effect of entanglements is additive to the phantom network,
Pearson and Graessley found:
Geq = Gc + Ge (equation 2.3a)
<P(v-lQkT o
YQ
+ 1
e UN
(equation 2.3b)
where Geq is the equilibrium rubber modulus and Gc and Ge are the contributions to
modulus from the network chains and entanglements, respectively. O is a factor which
depends on the connectivity of the network and is on the order of unity, Vq is the volume
of the network in the unstrained state, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is absolute
temperature. Te has been described44 as the entanglement trapping factor and Gn° is the
pseudo-plateau modulus of the uncrosslinked polymer system obtained from dynamic shear
measurements, v is the number of elastically active strands and is directly proportional to
the number of crosslink units while |i is the number of elastically active crosslinks and is
inversely proportional to the average network functionality fn(ave.)- Assuming a high
crosslink density, the network parameters can be expressed in terms of the average number
of crosslinks per primary chain y as follows:
a . r (equation 2.3c)
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T
e = (P2)
2
P2 = 1 ~ ( 2/y ) + exp(
-y
)
(equation 2.3d)
(equation 2.3e)
v = (y- 1 )N (equation 2. 3f)
2yN
t
1
-
; (equation 2.3g)
r
n(ave.)
where N is the number of primary chains considered, p2 is the probability a randomly
chosen strand unit has both ends connected to the gel, a is the fraction of crosslinkable
units and r is the number average degree of polymerization of the primary chain. Using the
ionic content as the number of crosslinkable units a, the average functionality of the ionic
crosslinks can be estimated by measuring the rubbery plateau modulus of each ionomer
sample.
The rubbery plateau moduli for the SPS salts measured near the G" minimum at
170 °C and 1 Hz. increase monotonically with increasing sulfonation. If compared to the
equilibrium modulus for very high functionality networks ( \i -> 0 ) calculated from the
Pearson and Graessley theory, the observed plateau moduli typically exceed the predicted
values as shown in Figure 2.7 and Table 2.3. Only the 0.5 and 4.5 mole % SPS zinc salts
display rubber moduli lower than predicted, although these values are almost within
experimental error ofGeq . Using known material parameters, a network functionality of
20-30 was calculated for these two samples. It should be noted, however, that the
estimation of Geq by Gm'(170 °C, 1Hz.) is suspect in the zinc ionomers due to some
frequency dispersion of the rubber moduli data, especially for the 0.5 mole % zinc salt.
Since all other sample moduli were greater than predicted, functionality was
described as infinity plus an unknown contribution. In studies of rubbers, measured
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Figure 2.7 Comparison of Measured Gm ' and Predicted Geq Rubber Moduli for All
Sodium and Zinc SPS Salts (1 Hz., 170 °C).
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2.3 - Comparison ofDMTA Results with Rubber Elasticity
for SPS Ionomers (G\ 170 °C, 1 Hz.)
Sample
(mole % S / ion)
Mc 1
(kg/mole)
Gm '
(MPa)
Gecalc.
(MPa)
U.J / LXi 20.8 0.169 ± 0.020 0.189 ± 0.030 18 ± 2
1 O / 7n 8.7 0.787 0.508 00+
2.5 / Zn 4.2 1.102 1.005 00+
4.5 / Zn 2.3 1.614 1.729 28
0.5 / Na 20.8 0.316 0.189 oo+
1.2 /Na 8.7 0.750 0.508 oo+
2.5 / Na 4.2 1.211 1.005 oo+
4.5 / Na 2.3 2.056 1.729 00+
M c = molecular weight between crosslinks (based on mole percent sulfonation).
fn(ave.) = number average functionality of crosslinks (see equation 2.3).
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moduli may exceed predicted values due to a non-equilibrium measurement, the
contribution of entanglements and/or the incorporation of reinforcing fillers. In this
analysis, entanglements have been accounted for by the Pearson and Graessley theory and
most samples displayed no frequency dispersion in the rubbery state, permitting the
approximation that G' equals Geq . Therefore, the ionic domains must act as fillers on the
polymer chains by impeding long range motions. This conclusion seems logical since most
theories on tonomer aggregration8-10 mandate the inclusion rf hydrocarbon chajns^^
ionic clusters.
Recently, Register et a/.46 aiso observed very high mbber ^
telechelic polyisoprene ionomers and attributed this modulus enhancement to entangle-
ments. Tensile moduli(E) between 1.07 and 1.88 MPa. were reported for narrow
molecular weight distribution polyisoprene ionomers of number average molecular weight
8000 which were neutralized with divalent cations. A maximum rubber modulus of
0.81 MPa. was calculated assuming all ionic groups reside in clustered domains, but
neglecting entanglement effects. Assuming the entanglement modulus GN0 of polyisoprene
is similar to the value reported by Ferry47 for polyisobutylene (GN° = 3.7 x 105 Pa.,
Mc * 7600) and a Poisson's ratio of 0.5, the Pearson and Graessley theory outlined above
predicts Eeq of 1.07 MPa. Since this value equals the smallest measured modulus, it may
be concluded that these polyisoprene systems also display filler effects of the ionic domains
due to incorporation of chains into the clusters. Interestingly, the zinc salt of the carboxy-
telechelic polyisoprenes exhibited the lowest modulus of all salts studied, indicating the
same weak ionic interaction discussed above for SPS ionomers.
A quantitative evaluation of the rubber modulus enhancement by fillers has been
attempted by many investigators37
. The most frequently quoted theoretical expression for
the elastic modulus of filled rubbers is that of Guth and Gold48 :
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G
Gj 5l + 2 '5vf + 14.1 Vf 2 (equation 2.4)
where G and G0 are the shear moduli of the filled and native rubber, respectively, and Vf i:
the volume fraction of filler. It is based on the well-known Einstein equation for viscosity
of spherical particles in a viscous medium and contains an additional squared term to
account for interactions between particles. Using the measured rubber moduli Gm ' as the
filled system modulus and Geq calculated from the Pearson and Graessley model, the
effective filler volume fractions of the ionic domains were calculated and compiled in
Table 2.4. Unexpectedly, the filler fraction appears to decrease with increasing sulfonation
level in both the sodium and zinc salts. A similar trend was discovered by applying other
composite models^ which may be expected since the predictions Qf [hese onJy
deviate at very high filler loading. Although filler volume fractions were found to be as
high as 0. 1 5, these values do not represent the volume fraction of ionic clusters, but the
volume of the hydrocarbon matrix affected by the presence of clusters.
The high filler fractions calculated at low sulfonation level may be explained by
kinetic factors in the material preparation. Each sample was molded at the same tem-
perature for the same amount of time (275 °C for 20 minutes), but the lower melt viscosity
of the low sulfonation samples may have permitted faster and more efficient ionic phase
separation with the incorporation of a large amount of hydrocarbon into the clusters. In
addition, the ionic domains are not necessarily spherical, invalidating the Guth-Gold
equation. It is also known from experimental work on filled rubbers that the rubber
modulus is highly dependent upon strain amplitude at low and medium strain levels due to
aggregation of the filler particles. Ionic clusters may display similar behavior in the linear
viscoelastic regime.
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2.4 - Analysis of Ionic Domain Filler Content in SPS Ionomers
(mole % S) Gm'Na Zn
(MPa,±0.02)
Ge
(MPa,±0.03)
Vf 1
Na Zn
(±0.03)
1 0.316 0.169 0.189 0.15
1.2 0.750 0.787 1 0.508 0.12 0.13
2.5 1.211 1.102 1.005 0.06 0.03
4.5 2.056 1.614 1.729 0.06
Vf = effective filler volume fraction of ionic domains (see equation 2.4)
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b. Effect of Neutralization and Thermal History
Two important factors involved in ionomer physical behavior which are ignored in
most studies are degree of neutralization and thermal history. Samples of controlled
neutralization level (± 2.0 %) between 10 % and 200 % were prepared in solution at one
sulfonation level by freeze-drying and molding into films at 150 °C. A low molding
temperature was used to prevent thermal degradation of the acid precursor and samples of
low ion content and to ensure that the observed properties were the result of neutralization
effects and not thermal history. Data from thermal scans of these samples are displayed in
Figure 2.8.
The glass transiton temperature was found to increase monotonically as
neutralization increased up to stoichioimetric levels. The measured Tg values for these
partially neutralized materials are actually higher than the fully neutralized ionomer prepared
at 275 °C (see Table 2.2). Neutralization of the acid groups seems to break up the weak
hydrogen bonded network of the acid form [see the 0 % and 10 % neutralized G" curves
inFigure 2.8(b)] and eventually creates an ionic network with a stable rubber plateau and a
high temperature ionic domain relaxation. A weak ionic relaxation first appears at
approximately 80 % neutralization [see tangent delta in Figure 2.8(a) and G" in
Figure 2.8(b)]. This onset of an ionic transition may be viewed as the gelation point of the
ionic network. Near 80 % reaction, the system contains enough crosslinks to behave as a
solid at long measuring times. As neutralization exceeds stoichiometric amounts, the Tg
decreases and the ionic transition temperature increases slightly, indicating that excess
neutralizing agent acts as a nucleating center for further ionic phase separation.
Apparently, the morphology of freeze-dried powders is quite different from
precipitated materials. The ionic domains in freeze-dried samples are not fully formed,
suspending a large amount of ionic groups in the hydrocarbon matrix and resulting in a
higher T
g and lower Tjon jc . All partially and fully neutralized materials prepared by
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Figure 2.8 Effect of Neutralization Level on the (a.) Storage G' and (b.) Loss G" Moduli
of the 2.5 Mole % SPS.
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freeze-drying could be molded into clear, homogeneous films at only 150 °C while fully
neutralized, precipitated samples required temperatures above 250 °C to produce good
films. The weak ionic interactions formed in solution become fixed when the solution is
frozen, but may rearrange into more stable ionic regions if precipitated. These observations
are in good agreement with the time-dependent melt viscosity measurements of Lundberg
and Phillips^ and the SAXS results of Wdss and coworkers i 3 on c^ ionomer
films.
Many researchers fail to recognize that ionomers may exhibit properties which vary
with temperature or time. The strong effect of thermal history on dynamical mechanical
properties is shown in Figures 2.9 & 2.10 for a sample of fixed ion content. Data from
Figure 2.8 for the 100 % neutralized 2.5 mole % SPS sodium salt is reproduced in
Figure 2.10 at a 150 °C molding temperature. Upon annealing this sample consecutively
for 5 hours at 170, 200 and 230 °C following the initial thermal scan, the rubbery modulus
increased and the loss factor decreased with time at each temperature (see Figure 2.9). This
result indicates an increase of ionic phase separation with time although the equilibrium
between associated and free ionic groups shifts at each temperature (modulus decreases and
loss increases at higher temperatures).
An increase in ionic phase separation was also observed as molding temperature
increased (Figure 2.10). In addition to the sample prepared at 150 °C and isothermally
annealed up to 230 °C, new samples molded at 200 °C and 275 °C show an increased
rubbery plateau mudulus and a higher ionic transition temperature. Network functionality
calculated from the Pearson and Graessley theory was found to increase at higher molding
temperature (Table 2.5). Exposure of the sample to increasing temperature results in a Tg
which increases initially and then decreases to a pseudo-equilibrium value while Tj0nic
continually increases with phase perfection. Register et a/.51 recently reported that SAXS
maxima in manganese SPS ionomers are sensitive to thermal history. Peak intensities of
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TABLE 2.5 - Effect of Thermal History on SPS Network Properti
(2.5 mole % S-PS-Na-100-F.D.)
les
Mold Temperature
(°Q
Gm '
(170 °C, MPa)
A n(^ave.) T-1 ionic
(°C)
150 0.755 ± 0.020 6.6 ± 2.0 203 ±5
200 0.889 15.4 225
after 170, 200, 230
isothermal runs
0.958 27.7 222
275 1.211 oo+ 230
Note: Geq (calculated) = 1.005 MPa
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compression molded samples were greater than annealed, solution cast films. This
difference was attributed to kinetic effects in the phase separation process. It is obvious
that any study of ionomer morphology must include control of the neutralization level and
thermal and kinetic factors of processing.
c. Frequency
- Temperature Superposition
Multiple relaxation mechanisms in polymers can be most easily discerned in the
frequency plane since thermorheologically complex materials do not obey the
time/frequency
- temperature superposition principled For a system which can be
described by a single relaxation mechanism, this theory states that the viscosity r| or
modulus G of the system at a reference temperature T0 can be correlated with the viscosity
or modulus at a higher temperature T by a shift factor aT and empirical constants of the
system. This relationship, known as the Williams-Landel-Ferry(WLF) equation, is based
on the free volume description of the temperature dependence of the viscosity of liquids
developed by Doolittle52,53. The resuiting empirical expression is:
H -Ci(T-Tq)
l0S aT ~ c + T-T0 (equation 2.5a)
.
r|(T) G(T)
Where: aT "
riTO
=
GTO (nation 2.5b)
anc* : Ci ~
2 303 f (equation 2.5c)
f
g
and: C2 = — (equation 2.5d)
In these relations, Ci and C2 are the so-called WLF constants, B is the Doolittle parameter,
f
g is the fractional free volume at the glass transition temperature Tg and ccf is the thermal
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expansion coefficient of the fractional free volume above T
g . Typically, B is assumed to be
of order unity and f
g is approximately constant at 0.025 for most glassy polymers.
Raw data for polystyrene which is a simple thermoplastic is shown from 0.1 to
30 Hz. and 90 to 200 °C in Figure 2.11. As expected, both G and G" mastercurves for
polystyrene (Figure 2.12), referenced to the T
g of 100 °C, exhibit excellent superposition
since PS has only one relaxation mechanism in the region studied. Pseudomaster curves of
G' and G" for partially neutralized SPS samples are shown in Figures 2.13 & 2.14 using
an arbitrary vertical shift. WLF plots of log aT versus T for polystyrene and all partially
neutralized samples are displayed in Figures 2.15 & 2.16 with the resulting WLF constants
and error analysis in Table 2.6.
The calculated shift constants Ci and C2 for PS of 9.2 and 51.8 agree reasonably
well with the values reported by Ferry47 at a reference temperature of 100 °C. As
previously described, the shear data in the glassy state are suspect, resulting in inaccurate
shift factors below T
g and a low estimation of Ci. The sulfonic acid form behaves
generally like PS and displays identical WLF constants at its Tg . Upon neutralization,
however, superposition becomes poorer as evidenced by the 80 % and 100 % neutralized
samples between 10*4 and 10° Hz. in Figures 2.13 & 2.14. The resulting WLF plots
become sigmoidal (Figure 2. 16) and yield higher values of C2 (Table 2.6). As
neutralization reaches 80 %, the root-mean-square(RMS) deviation of the data from the best
fit increases by an order of magnitude, indicating the onset of a secondary relaxation
mechanism as observed in the thermal scans.
All of the remaining acid forms studied behave as thermorheologically simple
materials (Table 2.7). The WLF constants are all similar to PS but the RMS error increases
with acid content, especially at 4.5 mole % acid. This trend may reveal the presence of a
relaxation due to acid group associations. Stadler and de Lucca Freitas54 -55 recently
observed similar behavior in polybutadiene transient networks. For systems containing
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TABLE 2.6
-
DMTA WLF Shift Constants for Polystyrene and Partially
Neutralized Sodium Salts of 2.5 Mole % SPS
Sample
(mole % S / ion)
(% neut.)
Tr
(°C)
Ci c2 RMS Deviation
Dow Styron 666 100 9±2 52 ±4 0.001
2.5 /H 110 10 53 0.004
2.5/Na/10 110 10 51 0.003
2.5 / Na / 40 110 11 74 0.005
2.5/Na/80 110 9 67 0.166
2.5 /Na/ 100 1 120 11 78 0.029
Polystyrene 1 100 14 50
Reported by Ferry (reference 47).
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TABLE 2.7 - DMTA WLF SWt Constants for the Acid Form and Sodiumiaits of SPS Samples With Varying Sulfonation Level
Sample
(mole % S / ion)
(% neut.)
Tr
(°C)
Ci c2 RMS Deviation
Dow Styron 666 100 9±2 52±4 0.001
0.5 /H 110 10 51 0.001
1.2 /H 110 11 48 0.002
2.5 /H 110 10 53 0.004
4.5 /H 120 11 55 0.018
0.5 /Na/ 100 110 11 70 0.099
1.2/Na/100 110 10 61 0.023
2.5/Na/100(lst) 120 11 78 0.029
(2nd) 120 12 86 0.061
(3rd) 120 11 80 0.025
4.5 /Na/ 100 120 13 84 0.065
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strong hydrogen bonding groups, ,he WLF approach failed and the different temperature
dependence of shift factors reladve to the precursor was attributed to hydrogen bond
dissociations.
Sigmoidal WLF plots were found for all salt forms of SPS studied and the RMS
deviation of the points from the best fit was at least an order of magnitude larger in the salt
compared to the ac.d form (Table 2.7). The WLF C2 values in the fully neutralized salts
apparently increase with increasing sulfonation
. Three different samples of the fully
neutralized 2.5 mole % SPS sodium salt were run to check reproducibility of the modulus
measurements and frequency shifts. In each case, all WLF constants lie within expert-
mental error (Table 2.7).
The WLF parameter C2 is inversely proportional to the expansion coefficient of the
free volume at T
g (af). Although not equal in absolute terms, <xf and Aa generally follow
the same trends^ where Aa is a measurable quantity and is the difference between the
expansion coefficient of the glassy and rubbery states. Since the measured values of C2 for
the salts are greater than the values for the corresponding acid form, it may be assumed that
af and Aa decrease if the acid is neutralized into the sodium salt. This hypothesis is
supported by thermomechanical data (Figure 2.17) where Aaacid is found to be three times
larger than Aasa i t . The mobility of the chains in the rubbery state is decreased significantly
when the material is neutralized. The large ACp decrease and rubbery modulus increase
found in the salts corroberate this observation.
Eisenberg and coworkers8 -41 observed a nearly identical trend for C2 in stress
relaxation studies of SPS and styrene-methacrylic acid(S-MAA) ionomers. Since the WLF
constant C2 was found to increase sharply and time - temperature superposition failed
above 6 mole % salt, Eisenberg concluded that a critical ion concentration exists below
which clusters are absent. However, the materials used in these studies were prepared only
30-40 °C above Tg which most likely results in a non-equilibrium cluster morphology.
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If the system is only weakly phase separated, it may act as a simple thermoplastic and
display WLF behavior albeit with a broad, but high Tg . No critical ion concentration for
cluster formation was detected in the SPS materials used in this study since all salt samples
were molded at high temperature and slowly cooled to a stable ionic domain structure.
3. Dielectric Thermal Analysis(DETA)
When a hydrocarbon polymer is subjected to an applied electric field, charge
separation and molecular reorganization occur in the material, resulting in polarizati
dipole orientation. The magnitude of the polarization is determined by the material'
dielectric constant which is in turn related to molecular structure through the molecular
polarizability and the molecular dipole moment. The time, frequency and temperature
dependence of the dielectric constant generally reflects molecular motion and in the case of
polymers dielectric relaxation measurements may be used as a molecular level probe to
study transitions and relaxations in a manner analogous to mechanical spectroscopy.
The mobility of dipoles along a polymer chain is limited by the number of
accessible conformations of the backbone. In the glassy state, only very small oscillatory
motions of the dipoles are possible in response to an imposed alternating current(AC)
electric field. The onset of molecular motion due to side chain relaxations or the glass
transition process is easily detected as a step increase in the dielectric constant of the
material and a peak in the loss factor in either the frequency or temperature plane. In this
section, dielectric spectroscopy will be used to monitor the motions of the strong sulfonic
acid and sodium salt dipoles on the backbone of SPS ionomers. The results will be
compared with the equivalent mechanical relaxations and analyzed quantitatively using the
relaxation theory of Frolich56
.
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a. Effect of Ionic Content and Neutralization Level
A typical DETA multifrequency thermal scan of relative permittivity e' and the
dielectric loss £" for the fully neutralized 4.5 mole % SPS sodium salt appears in
Figure 2. 1 8 with data points eliminated for the sake of clarity. As in the DMTA
measurements, the peak maxima associated with the glass transition move to higher
temperature with increasing frequency. The transition temperatures are much higher in
DETA scans because the frequencies of the probing electric field are more than two orders
of magnitude higher than in DMTA. It is important to note the weak intensity of the T
g
peak in this 4.5 mole % sodium salt considering the strong ionic dipole attached to the
chain. The permittivity & decreases slightly after the T
g because of thermal expansion of
the sample and parallel plate capacitance cell, resulting in enhanced contact between the cell
and sample. A thickness increase of even 0.01 mm. may yield a permittivity decrease of
0.
1
units. Coburn and Boyd*? have recently described a capacitance cell which is capable
of continuously monitoring the air gap capacitance C0 , eliminating permittivity changes due
to dimensional variations of the sample and providing a means of measuring the thermal
expansion coefficient.
The small dip in £' before the T
g probably results from conformational changes
associated with internal stress formed during molding or by aging. Hedvig58 has
previously reported a small peak in £' after the T
g which is caused by aging and appears
quite similar to the relaxation peak due to aging observed in DSC studies. Attempts to
study the variation in dielectric properties of SPS ionomers with thermal history proved
fruitless because permittivity dropped precipitously at Tg . Neutralized samples molded
below the ionic domain relaxation of 230 °C displayed a "memory" by shrinking to an
unstressed state when heated above Tg .
Because of its sensitivity to the motions of dipoles, it had been hoped that dielectric
spectroscopy could be used to study relaxations associated with the ionic domains.
However, ionic conductivity and polarization effects above 200 °C mask these relaxations.
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/Eiscnberg and coworkers^,22 als0 obseIved^ frequency h .gh
in dielectric loss, but attributed this upturn only to ionic coductivity. According to
McCrum « aL* ]oss proponional ^^ sample ^
is composed of components arising from DC conductivity R„ and from non-DC
resistance R, (primarily dipole relaxation). If a dielectric sample is viewed as a
capacitance C, in parallel with a resistance Rx , the permittivity * and loss £» can be defined
as:
I
C0 (equation 2.6a)
er =
1
co r
x C0
(equation 2
-6b >
8" =
coR^Q + ^RTQ (equation 2 -6c)
where C0 is the air gap capacitance and co is the frequency. For a given value of DC
resistance Rq, the conductivity component of loss decreases rapidly with increasing
frequency. Since the resistance Rx is not involved in determining e' (equation 2.6a),
conductivity effects do not contribute to permittivity and it becomes easy to distinguish
between loss arising from a DC conductivity process and loss arising from other sources.
In Figure 2.19, it is clear that the loss factor 8" increase at low frequencies (0.03 to
0.2 kHz.) and high temperature can not be explained by conductivity alone since £' rises
sharply as well. Although conductivity can be suppressed at high frequencies, the acid and
ionic group dissociations observed in DMTA measurements will be pushed above the
degradation temperature of the polymer. The enhancement of £' at high temperatures in
ionomers has been reported 16.59-61 10 resu j t from interfacial polarization of ionic cluster
boundaries through the accumulation and dissipation of mobile charges. For these reasons,
this study focuses only upon the dielectric glass transition region of SPS ionomers.
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The dielectric permittivity e and loss e" for the sulfonic acid, sodium salt and
partially neutralized SPS films are shown in Figures 2.20-2.22 and the glass transition
results are compiled in Table 2.8. For both the acid and fully neutralized specs, it is clear
that T
g and the relaxation strength (the area under the 6" peaks) increase with sulfonation.
The relative penrutnvity in the glassy state of the acid form and the fully neutralized salts
monotonically increases with sulfonation because of an enhancement of matrix polarity by
the polar groups. However, the permittivity of the salt is lower than the acid and the
relaxation strength of the acid is approximately three to five times larger than that of the
sodium salt. These effects may be explained by the aggregation behavior of salt groups
into ionic crosslinks and the partial cancellation of these ionic dipoles through pairing. As
in mechanical measurements, ionic clustering tends to broaden and increase the temperature
of the glass transition process (Figure 2.21) relative to the free acid (Figure 2.20).
The effects of ion clustering on matrix properties is displayed in Figure 2.22 in
which £' and relaxation strength were found to decrease while T
g was found to increase
and broaden as neutralization increases up to 100 %. Despite the errors associated with
dimensional changes, the permittivity and loss tangent of polystyrene measured in this
study agree quite well with previously reported data. McCrum et al™ observed a glassy
state permittivity of PS near 2.55 compared with 2.62 measured in this report while the
loss tangent maximum of 4 x 10"3 is identical to the value reported by Broens and Mulled.
b. DMTA and DETA Correlation Maps
By constructing a correlation map of the log of the measurement frequency versus
the inverse of the transtion temperature, it can be determined if a transition obeys Arrhenius
behavior (straight line) or WLF behavior involving a change in free volume (curved plot).
If the position of the peak maxima for a relaxation correspond for various relaxational
techniques, it can be assumed that the relaxation arises from the same underlying motions.
The Tg region of a simple thermoplastic like PS obeys WLF behavior and exhibits good
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Temperature (°C)
ure 2.20 Variation in Dielectric (a.) Permittivity £* and (b.) Loss £" with Temperature
for PS and All SPS Acid Forms (1 kHz.).
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Temperature (°C)
Variation in Dielectric (a.) Permittivity £' and (b.) Loss £" with Temperat
for Partially Neutralized Sodium Salts of 2.5 Mole % SPS.
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TABLE 2.8 - Dielectric Transition Temperatures of SPS Ionomers
(£" Peaks, 1 kHz.)
Sample
(mole % S)
Dow Styron 666
Percent Neutralized
g
123 ±1
0.5
1.2
2.5
4.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
125
129
138
139
0.5
1.2
2.5
4.5
100
100
100
100
123
143
152
155
2.5 10
40
80
200
140
141
142
150
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corre.at.on between DETA (e» peaks) artd DMTA <G» peaJcs) as shown in Figure 2.23.
For comparison, the DSC Tg wh.ch corresponds ,o dynamic measurements near 10-4 Hz
has been displayed as an arrow a, the bottom of the figure. The vaiue of the DSC Tg
Strrular correlation of dynamic mechanical and dielectric loss peaks was found ,n
•he SPS actd species (Figure 2.24). ,„ the 0.5 mole % acid form, the e» peaks appear at
slightly lower temperatures man the extrapolated G" T
g maxtma. Th.s effect is often
observed in dielectnc spectroscopy stnce DETA probes only morions of the dipolar repeat
units compared to segmental morions in DMTA. All SPS actd forms d.splay Tg's which
obey WLF behavior as expected.
In the sodium salt forms, on the other hand, the DETA and DMTA data do not
correlate well (Figure 2.25) except at the lowest ionic content. In the 0.5 mole % SPS
sodium salt, the ionic clusters may not be as stable or organized as at higher ionic content.
The majority of ionic groups may be free to move when the hydrocarbon matrix softens.
The DETA peaks at higher sulfonate levels are probably shifted to higher temperature
because of ion clustenng. In Figure 2.26, a change from good to poor correlation between
£" and G" peaks is obvious as neutralization is increased. At low levels of neutralization,
the ionic groups are relatively unassociated and relax when the matrix relaxes. As
neutralization increases, the ionic dipoles coalesce into clusters as shown the previous
section on mechanical properties. Since some ionic groups may be excluded from the
clusters, they will participate in the Tg process but at a higher temperature than expected
due to restriction of segmental mobility by the ionic crosslinks. The motion of the ionic
dipoles does not reflect the microbrownian segmental motion accompanying Tg as does the
motion of the acid dipoles due to ionic phase separation.
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Correlation Maps of the Mechanical G" and Dielectric 6" Glass Transitions
for All SPS Acid Forms.
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c Temperature
-
Frequency Superposition and Dtelectric Relaxation Snength
The time/frequency
- temperature superposttion principle and the WLF equation are
also applicable to dtelecnic data in the frequency plane. Dielectric permittivity and loss
factor master curves are displayed in Figures 2.27-2.29 for the SPS acid form and the fully
and partially neutralized sodium salts. Each curve was created from data taken over a
frequency range of 0.
1
to 15 kHz. and from 80 °C up to 250 'C in 10 °C steps using the
mdicated glass transition temperatures as reference points. Small vertical shifts of the
permtttivity, bu, not the loss tangent were required for good superposition. Thermal
expansion causes a slight tncrease in the air gap capacitance C0 as in the thermal scans
which must be corrected to permit superposition. Curves were shifted horizontally until the
loss tangen, curves overlapped and then vertically to superimpose 6'. Data from only five
or six temperatures was necessary to describe fully the glass transition region. Dielectric
WLF shift parameters appear in Table 2.9 for samples possessing enough data points for a
reliable WLF fit.
For both the acid and sodium salt forms, the dielectric relaxation strength and loss
tangent intensity increase with increasing sulfonate level while both relaxation strength
and loss tangent magnitude decrease with increasing neutralization. As observed in thermal
scans, the unrelaxed permittivity eu increases with sulfonation and decreases with
increasing neutralization, indicating that the salt dipoles associate and partially cancel. For
samples referenced to the same temperature (e.g., 1.2, 2.5 and 4.5 mole % acid in
Figure 2.27), the frequency of maximum loss is seen to decrease with increasing sulfon-
ation, revealing the Tg increase observed in the thermal scans.
Although the C2 values are larger, the dielectric WLF shift constants in Table 2.9
agree qualitatively with the DMTA shift constants. The scatter and magnitude of the C2
values may be caused by the sensitivity of DETA to inhomogeneities in the acid or ionic
network structure. Hodge and Eisenberg2 ! reported very large WLF constants which
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Figure 2.27 Master Curves of Dielectric (a.) Permittivity £' and (b.) Loss Tangent for
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TABLE 2.9 - DETA WLF Shift Constants for the Acid From and Sodium Salts
ot SPS Samples With Varying Sulfonation Level
(mole % S / ion)
(% neut.)
Tr
(°Q
Ci c2 RMS Deviation
Dow Styron 666
0.5 /H
1.2 /H 130 11 ±2 116±4 0.012
2.5 / H 12 158 0.006
4.5 /H 130 10 93 0.005
0.5 /Na/ 100
1.2 /Na/ 100
2.5 /Na/ 100 150 27 465 0.007
4.5 /Na / 100 150 16 212 0.030
2.5 /Na / 10 140 14 143 0.004
2.5 / Na / 40
2.5/Na/80 140 9 125 0.013
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increased with ionie content and clatmed this enhancement was the result of the dissociation
of ionic groups to form a matrix of higher Tg with tncreasing temperature. However, this
cluster dissociation may have resulted from the non-equilibrium morphology of the styrene-
methacryhc acid ionomers created by low processing temperatures.
One advantage of using dielectric relaxation master curves is that the relaxation
strength of these SPS samples can be measured directly from the frequency plane data.
Usually, the relaxation strength A8 which is the difference between low frequency or
relaxed permittivity 8R and the high frequency or unrelaxed permittivity Zv is calculated
from thermal scans according to the relation24
:
2 E r°°
(£*- £u)T
max
=
^JQ 6" d(l/T) (equation 2.7)
where Ea is the activation energy of the process, R is the gas constant and T is absolute
temperature. However, this expression assumes the loss peak is symmetric and that the
high and low temperature tails of 6" can be easily resolved from the other components. By
applying the well-known Frolich equation24
, the number of dipolar species contributing to
a relaxation can be calculated. Frolich expanded the Onsager derivation for dielectric
relaxation to include the effects of the reaction field of one dipole upon another and the
orientation correlation of dipoles along the polymer chain as follows:
k T £
gr Nr ^ = —— (2 £R + £u) (£R - £u) (equation 2.8)
4 71 £R
where Nr is the number of repeat units participating in the relaxation, gr is the orientation
correlation function of each repeat unit, £o is the permittivity of free space and (ie is the
effective dipole moment per repeat unit.
Using the frequency plane data, the relaxed and unrelaxed permittivities were
measured and used to calculate experimental values for grN r|Lie2 . Data for PS and all of
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the acid fonns and the partially and fnUy neutralized species investigated are comptled in
Table 2. 10. The relaxation strength of the acid forms is 2-3 times the corresponding salts
except a, 0.5 mole % snlfonation. Becanse of the low concentration of ionic groups, the
tonic clusters may be small and somewhat disordered at this snlfonation level so that the
salt dipoles do not fully cancel. The incorporation of even 0.5 mole % sulfonic acid
doubles eR - eu, revealing the strength of the S03H dipole.
Using the dipole moments of the repeat units in vacuumw and the known molar
content of these dipoles, the relaxation sn-ength expected of each SPS material has been
calculated and compared to the experimental values (Table 2.1 1). The vacuum dipole
moments Ho of polystyrene and the sulfonic acid repeat unit were approximated by
0.37 Debye(D) for toluene^ and 4. 10 D for p-,oluene sulfonic acid« The dipole momen,
of the SPS sodium salts was estimated to be -6.5 D from X-ray crystallography of similar
low molecular weight salts* and solution characterization of tosylate salt ion binding
constants^. The contribution of all dipoles was estimated by:
2 ciilc 2 2 2
(N r Ho) total" = (Nr M- oXoluene + (Nr \L 0)TSA + (N, mW-Na (equation 2.9)
where Nr is the number of repeat units of styrene, sulfonic acid(TSA) and/or sodium
sulfonate salt(TSA-Na).
Clearly, the calculated values of (NrW)2)total for the sodium neutralized species
exceed those measured, but for the acid forms the reverse is observed. This effect is not
unexpected in the acid form since the calculation ignores the effect of a local reaction field
on the dipoles which would increase the effective dipole moment as follows:
M£u + 2) . . _ im|u
e
= (equation 2.10)
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TABLE 2.10
- Dielectric Relaxation Strength of PS and SPS Ionomers
Sample
(mole % S / ion)
(% neut.)
D.S. 666
0.5 /H
1.2 /H
2.5 /H
4.5 /H
0.5 /Na/ 100
1.2 /Na/ 100
2.5 /Na/ 100
4.5 /Na / 100
2.5/Na/10
2.5 / Na / 40
2.5 / Na / 80
Tr
(°K) (±0.03)
£r
(±0.03)
£r - £ti
(±0.04)
fgW || 2\ 1Vsr^rHe Jexp.
(J x 1023)
388 2.62 2.68 w.uo 7.6 ± 2.8
393 2.0J 2.76 0.11 14.1
3.09 0.27 34.8
4fH "1 o c2.85 3.18 0.33 42.3
403 2.90 3.55 0.65 81 1
393 2.68 2 76 u.uo 1 rv o10.3
413 2.72 2 83 O 1 1 14.8
423 2.75 2.88 0 1 ^U.i J 17.9
423 2.80 3.01 0.21 28.6
413 2.82 3.15 0.33 43.4
413 2.78 2.95 0.17 22.7
413 2.72 2.89 0.17 22.7
1 Calculated using the Frolich equation (equation 2.8).
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TABLE 2.1
1
- Determination of the Fraction of Free Salt Groups
in SPS Sodium Salts
Sample (N^^
(mole %S /ion) (Jxl023)
(% neut.)
D.S. 666 7.9 ± 1.7
(&Nrfic2)exp. (Nsaj^calc (Nsalt)exp. Ratio 1
(J x 1023) (m-3 x 10.25)
7.6 ±2.8
0.5 /H 12.8 14.1
1.2 /H 19.5 34.8
2.5 /H 32.1 42.3
4.5 /H 51.4 81.1
0.5 /Na/ 100 20.0 10.3
1.2 /Na/ 100 36.8 14.8
2.5 /Na / 100 68.2 17.8
4.5 /Na / 100 116.4 28.6
2.5/Na/10 35.7 43.4
2.5 / Na / 40 46.5 22.7
2.5/Na/80 60.9 22.7
2.9 ±0.1 0.6 ± 0.8 0.20 ±0.1
7-0 1.7 0.24
14
-5 2.4 0.17
26.1 5.0 0.19
1 Ratio
-
fraction of unassociated sodium sulfonate groups = (Nsalt)exp./(Nsalt)calc.
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In addition, the orientation coirelation function gr has not been taken into account. Since gr
would decrease N
r^0
2 the total observed dielectric relaxation strength of the SPS acid form
can be accounted for in at least a semi-quantitative way by the combination of reaction field
and orientation correlation. In the partially and fully neutralized sodium salts, the incor-
poration of gr and ne into the calculation of the relaxation strength would not be expected to
account for the small values of (grNrM^)exp . Therefore, it may be concluded that ionic
clustering or phase separation and dipole cancellation occur even at the lowest sulfonation.
However, the relaxation strength of the salts still exceeds that of PS, revealing the
presence of unclustered ionic groups. The fraction of these free salt groups was estimated
by dividing the number of unassociated dipoles (N
sall)«P- by the number of salt groups
calculated from the mole fraction of sulfonate moeties (Nsait)caIc - (Table 2.11). The amount
of free salt groups (Nsaltpp. was determined by subtracting the contribution of the styrene
repeat units (Nr|io2)toluene from the total observed relaxation strength (grNr|ie2)exp and
then dividing by (W)2)TSA-Na- The resulting value of approximately 20 % free salt species
represents an upper bound since orientation correlation gr was assumed to be unity. Ion
clustering theory 8-10 aiso predicts that a similar fraction of ionic groups remain
unassociated due to the balance between elastic and electrostatic forces. Eisenberg and
coworkers21 .22 have previously attempted a similar calculation based on the intensity of the
dielectric ionic transition and found that up to 50 % of the ionic groups do not form
clusters. The errors associated with the conductivity correction and polarization effects in
this region have been discussed in Section 2(a).
D. Conclusions
The incorporation of sulfonic acid or sulfonate salt groups into polystyrene was
found to restrict segmental mobility due to specific interactions between these sulfonate
species. A large glass transition temperature(Tg) enhancement was observed in sulfonated
polystyrenes(SPS) with increasing comonomer content via differential scanning
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calorimetry(DSC), dynarrhc mechanical thennal anaIysis(DMTA) and dielectric thermal
analysis(DETA). The Tg was found to increase with increasing neutralization by DMTA
and DETA. In DSC, the heat capatity increment at Tg(ACp) decreased significantly with
mcreastng sal. content with a slightly larger reduction fa, ACP observed for me zinc salts
compared to the sodium salts.
The strong association between the sulfonic acid moeties was measured by a
mechanical relaxation above T
g due to the breakdown of the hydrogen bonded network.
The sodium and zinc salts formed tonic clusters a. all sulfonarion levels studied except for
the 0.5 mole % zinc salt. The rubbery plateau moduli of these salts increased with
sulfation in accordance with rubber elasticity theory, supporting the presence of high
functionality ionic crosslinks. The sodium sal, clusters relaxed approximately 40 >C higher
than the zinc salts, but there was no variation of this relaxation temperature with sulfonate
for either salt.
The sensitivity of the ionic network morphology to neutralization level and thermal
history was investigated. A weak mechanical relaxation was observed at 80 % sodium
neutralization due to the "gelation" of the ionic network. Rubbery moduli and ionic
transition temperatures increased with molding temperature, indicating the enhancement of
ionic phase separation. Williams-Landel-Ferry(WLF) analysis revealed the formation of a
secondary ionic phase and a decrease in the expansion coefficient of the rubbery state with
increasing neutralization.
DMTA and DETA correlation maps of polystyrene and the sulfonic acid samples
indicated that both techniques probe the relaxation of the hydrocarbon matrix. However,
there was poor correlation ofDMTA and DETA data for the partially and fully neutralized
sodium salts since DMTA is sensitive to segmental motions while DETA probes dipolar
reorientation of the associated salts. The dielectric relaxation strength increases with
sulfonation and decreases with neutralization. As ionic content increases, a greater
concentration of acid groups participate in the glass transition, but fewer salt moeties relax
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at Tg since these groups are phase separated from the mauix and relax a, higher tem-
peratures. I. was eoncluded that some iontc groups rematned unassorted because the
relaxation strength of the sal, species was still greater than that of polystyrene. Approx-
imately 20 % of the ionic groups were calculated to be unclustered which was in good
agreement with ion clustering theory.
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CHAPTER III
RELAXATIONS IN ETHYLENE - METHACRYLIC ACID
COPOLYMERS AND THEIR SODIUM SALTS
A. Introduction
Polyethylene(PE) and its derivatives represent the highest production volume
polymers in the world. Since these materials are used in many applications, innumerable
sctentific studies have been undertaken in both industry and academia to understand their
physical properties. Dynamic mechanical analysis has been widely applied to explain
product behavior in end-use conditions, but the data interpretation has been the subject of a
large scientific controversy 1 "5
.
The major dispute lies in the assignment of the glass transition in semi
-crystalline
PE and its copolymers. The glass transition temperature(T
g ) is usually defined as the onset
of large scale (20 to 50 carbon units) microbrownian motion of chain segments and for
amorphous polymers leads to a change from the glassy to the rubbery state. This change of
state is accompanied by a sharp drop in material stiffness or modulus and a loss peak in the
dynamical mechanical spectrum due to the absorption of energy by the system. In semi-
crystalline polymers such as PE, however, the amorphous fraction remains quite restricted
above T
g due to the presence of crystallites, masking the relaxation^ processes. The Tg of
PE has been reported to range from -130 °C to -5 °C although values of -125 °C and -30 °C
have received the most attention. Support for the low temperature glass transition comes
from calorimetric6 and mechanical7 studies while the high temeprature value appears in
volumetric8 and dynamical mechanical9 measurements.
Polyethylene exhibits a complicated mechanical spectrum usually with three loss
peaks below its melting region 10
. The relaxations are labelled from high to low tempera-
ture as the a peak near 50 °C, the p peak around -20 °C and the y process at about -130 °C.
All peaks have been assigned in various research reports to either the crystalline or
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amorphous phase or even both phases. Reeem.v, however, Boyd<.5 has published
ex.ens.ve argumen, attributing all of the mechanical relaxations of PE
.o me amorphous
Phase. The ,ow
.empera.ure YPeax has been associa.ed win, the local flipping a chain^
m .he glassy s.a.e abou. two non-linear, bu, cop.anar all mans cham segments The P
process was attribute. ,o .he glass ttansition since i.s intensity varied dfrectly with .he
polymer dens.ty and hence
.he amorphous fraction. The mechanical a relaxation was
explained to result from a redistribution of ^^ ^
crystal surfaces coupled with the diHerrnVsiix, u •v m a electncally active chain rotation about the c-axis of the
crystal.
Support for these assignments comes from a number of studies on ethylene
copolymers with vinyl acetate, vinyl chloride and propylene. As the amount of comonomer
increases, the a peak intensity and temperature decrease since crystalhnity and crystallite
thickness are reduced. At moderate concentrations (10-30 mole %) of non-crystalline
comonomer, the a peak typically disappears since crystallinity drops substantially. The y
transition is relatively unaffected by comonomer content except that the y peak intensity
increases directly with amorphous content.
Although there has been a great deal of controversy surrounding the T
g of high
density polyethylene(HDPE), most scientific studies have concluded that the (3 relaxation
near -20 °C in LDPE is its glass transition^. i t is usefuI t0 consider low densjty poly_
ethylene(LDPE) as a copolymer of ethylene and 1-alkenes of varying length. It has been
generally assumed that the p process results from the motion of branch points along the
polymer backbone". The large T
g enhancement of LDPE over the reported Tg of HDPE
near
-120 °C has been explained by some experimenters to result from crystillizarion 12
. If
crystallized, the concentration of ethylene segments in the amorphous phase will be lower
than the overall concentration, yielding a high Tg due to the bulky tertiary carbons of the
branch points.
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ene
In some ethylene copolymers 13 the T 0,1,;^ • ,vi
,
n I g at high vinyl comonomer content
extrapo.ates to -
,
10 °C for .00 % ethylene, bu, a, ,ow comonomer content the p transition
temperature is relatively constant at -20 °C. At htgh comonomer concentration the ethyl
copolymers behave as typica. copolymers with the glass transition temperature and
magnitude increasing with comonomer content. A, low branch or vinyl comonomer
concentration, however, the "comonomer" units are sufficiently dilute no, to interact with
each other so that on,y tine magnitude of the p relaxation in PE increases due to decreased
crystalline Boyd* argues that the h,gh (J or glass transition temperature of PE and its
copolymers resu.ts from the immobilizing effect of the crystals on the flexible cha.n
segments.
In light of the low acid and branch content of these copolymers, it might be
expected that the mechanical relaxations of ethylene-methacrylic acid(E-MAA) copolymers
and their metal salts would be similar to those observed in LDPE. In general, this
expectation holds true for the acid copolymers but not their salts. A detailed review of the
mechanical behavior of E-MAA lonomers appears in Chapter I. It is the purpose of this
investigation to address some the discrepancies in published reports of E-MAA propertires
and to compare these results to Boyd's interpretation of PE relaxation behavior^.
Specifically, the dynamical mechanical properties of a LDPE control and E-MAA
copolymers in the acid and salt forms have been studied as a function of comonomer
content, neutralization level and annealing history. Previously published studies have dealt
typically with samples of only one or two carboxylation levels and incomplete neutral-
ization. In this investigation, materials of five carboxylate contents between 1.1 mole %
and 5.7 mole % MAA have been studied in the acid form as well as the partially and
completely neutralized species. All materials have been thoroughly characterized by
infrared(IR) spectroscopy and differential scanning calorimetry(DSC).
An additional goal of this work is to observe directly the thermally induced motion
of the ionic moeties in both dry and hydrated samples. Read et a/. 14 have reported the
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appeara.ee of a dielecnic loss peak near -40 °C in E-MAA sodium saits and anribnted this
relaxation to the rotation of water moieeules or ionie segments to whrch water tnoleeu.es are
attached. No other investigators have reported this phenomenon in ionomers fa, the twenty
years since i, was firs, published. Using dielecmc and sodium-23(23Na) nuclear magnetic
resonance(NMR) specn-oscopies, i, has been possible to observe the exchange of ligands
from the coordinating sites of the sodium ions. I, is well known that anhydrous ionomers
exhibit a high temperature mechanical relaxation associated with motion within the phase
separated ionic clusters. Sodium-23 NMR has been used in this preliminary investigation
to follow the motion of ionie groups in the clusters as a function of temperature.
B. Experimental
The polyethylene and ethylene-methacrylic acid(E-MAA) samples used in this study
were kindly donated by Dr. Thomas Earnest, Jr. of the E.I. Dupont de Nemours
Company. Materials marketed under the tradename Nucrel® ranged from 1.14 mole % to
5.74 mole % MAA and were received in peptized form. All samples were neutralized in
the melt in order to achieve high ion content. Pelletized materials were melted in a
Brabender mixing head at 150 °C and neutralized by dropwise addition of 20 wt. %
methanolic sodium hydroxide^. A 10 % stoichiometric excess of NaOH was added to
ensure complete neutralization since some of the neutralizing agent is lost during addition
by splashing. Neutralized samples were allowed to melt mix only 30 seconds after
completing addition of the sodium hydroxide in order to prevent oxidative degradation.
Materials were prepared for analysis by compression molding at one metric ton
pressure in vacuum of less than 2 mm. Hg. The polyethylene control(PE-100) and meth-
acrylic acid precursors were molded at 150 °C from pellets while the sodium salts were
prepared at 200 °C from the melt mixed material. All samples were quenched to room
temperature in air between two cold steel plates. Portions of each material were annealed at
75 °C for 2 hours in vacuum and slowly cooled to room temperature. All samples were
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held a, the moldtng temperature 20 minutes before appIyi„g pressure ,o ensure thermal
eqmhbrium and were subjected to a repetition of pressure
.oading and unloadrn, to remove
votds. All materials were analyzed immediately after molding and then stored in a vaeuum
dessicator to prevent water adsorption.
An IBM IR-32 Fourier Transform mfrared(FT-IR) Spectrometer coupled with as
IBM System 9000 computer was used to determine the branch content of the native
polyethylene and the degree of neutralization of the ionized add species using methods
described prev10usly 16,17. Branch_ rf pE^ ^^^ ^^
1378 cm-l absorption band associated with vibration of the alkyl S1de chains. Percent
neutralization was measured by the ratio of the integrated carboxylic add band intensity
between 1800 and 1600 cm-l in the add and the neutralized specs. Thin, compression
molded films (10 to 30 micrometers) were scanned 60 times at a resolution of 2 cm-l in a
sample chamber which was well purged with dry nitrogen gas.
A Perkin-Elmer Thermal Analysis System 7 Differential Scanning Calorimeter
(DSC 7) was used for analysis of the melting points(Tm ) and heats of fusion(AHf) of PE,
the acid precursor and the partially and fully neutralized derivatives of the E-MAA
copolymers. All samples were conditioned at 150 °C for 10 minutes and then quenched to
20 °C in the DSC head. "Quenched" samples were heated at 10 °C per minute to 150 °C
after allowing the temperature to equilibrate 10 minutes at 20 °C. "Annealed" samples were
then quenched to 75 °C, held two hours, quenched to 20 °C and then reheated at 10 °C per
minute. Maximum melting point(Tm™*.) was taken as the temperature at which the
endotherm returned to the baseline. Degree of crystallinity was calculated from the ratio of
the heats of fusion of each sample to the theoretical AHf for 100 % crystalline polyethylene
[ AHf(PEioo%) * 289 J/g ] 18 . No glass transition temperatures(Tg) were observed in the
temperature range studied on the DSC 7. The low temperature thermal properties of
PE-100 and the acid and salt forms of the 5.74 mole % MAA copolymer were measured on
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a Perion-Elmer DSC 4 between -120 and .20 »C at 20 °C per minute. AU of these samp.es
were quenched to
-120 °C in the DSC 4 head after holding a, 120 °C for 10 minutes.
Dynamic mechanical measurements were performed on a Polymer Laboratories
Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analyzer(PL-DMTA) Mk , system using the dual cantilever
bendmg mode. Compression molded bars approximate* 1.5 mm. thick, 6 mm. wide and
30 mm. .ong were studied under dry nitrogen over a temperature range of
-150 to 150 °C at
a scannmg rate of 3 °C per minute. Using an undamped sample length of 7 mm., a sfrain
setting of XI resulted in an infinitesimal tensile strain(l(H %). The s,orage(E') and
loss(E") moduli as well as the phase lag(tangen, delta = E7E') were recorded a. 0.33, 1.0,
3.0, 10.0 and 30.0 Hz. Mechanical properties of the fully neutralized E-MAA salts in the
mbbery state were measured using a PL-DMTA Power Head in the shear deformation
mode. Molded discs approximately 1.5 mm. thick and 8 mm. wide were studted from
-25 to 200 °C at 3 °C per minute and strain XI (> 0.01 % strain). In all cases, the
PL-DMTA performs multifrequency thermal scans by continuous heating and consecutively
alternating frequency, allowing a settling time at each frequency and averaging over five
frequency cycles.
Dielectric properties of compression molded discs about 0.3 mm. thick and 33 mm.
wide were measured with a Polymer Laboratories Dielectric Thermal Analyzer(PL-DETA)
using a parallel plate capacitance cell and a one volt alternating current(AC) electric field.
Thermal scans were made from -150 to 100 °C at 5 °C per minute. The dielectric
perminivity(e') and loss(£") along with the phase lag (tangent delta = 676") were measured
at 0.05, 0. 1
,
0.25 and 0.5 kHz. All data were collected on samples molded onto aluminum
foil and coated with a thin layer of silicon oil to ensure good contact between electrode and
sample.
Sodium-23(23Na) nuclear magnetic resonance(NMR) spectra of neutralized E-MAA
salts were recorded on two different instruments. Preliminary experiments were performed
on an IBM 200 AF NMR Spectrometer using a multinuclear probe manufactured by Doty
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Sc.en.fic, Inc,Columbia, S.C.). Spectra were obtained a, a resonance frequency of 52 9
MHz. using sohd NaCl as ,he reference and a maximum sweep width of 166 kHz TUt
pulse length was set at approxtmately 3.3 microseconds to yield a 90° pulse and a recycle
tune of
1 second. Spectra were averaged over .200 to 1800 scans a, temperatures between
-100 and 100 °C ustng quadrature detection. Spin-spin or transverse re.axanon dmes(T2 )
were determined from the half width of the 23Na resonancem^ ^
More precise measurements were made on a BrUker MSL 300 FT-NMR Specnome.er
using a multinuclear Briiker probe with a 1 lriW,Q« w uivoc n l kilowatt high power amplifier. Data was
acquired a, a resonance frequency of 79.4 MHz. and a maximum sweep width of 2 5 MHz
Neutrahzed E-MAA samples were subjected to a quadruple echo pulse sequence of
[»°x - Tdclay - 90°y - Tdelay - acquire] in order [0 de[ect^ fest relaxjng^^
component of the 23Na llneshap, The^ ^ Q ,^^^^
averaged over 2500 scarts between
-80 and 1 15 °C. All samp.es were enc.osed in quartz
tubes with Viton® O-nng end-caps to control moisture content mi reduce background
"Na signal.
C. Result s and Disrn^mn
1
.
Infrared(IR) Spectroscopy
Since the vibrational spectra of PE have been heavily studied^, only a 5rief
interpretation of the measured spectra will be given in this report. The primary purpose of
studying the IR spectra of E-MAA ionomers in this investigation is to determine the degree
of neutralization of each material. However, in order to characterize the system completely,
the degree of branching of the low density polyethylene(LDPE) control was determined
from the intensity of the methyl bending band at 1378 cur* (Figure 3.1). Since this band
was obscured by the absorption of methyl groups in the MAA comonomer and both the
LDPE and E-MAA copolymers were prepared by the same high-pressure free-radical
process, it was assumed that all materials possessed the same degree of branching.
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The methy. bending abso^on arises from side branches of varying ,engths orchaan end
groups.
The method of determining branch content in PE has been well documented! 6,22-23
Using Beer's law and a molar absorptivity e of 0.85, the degree of branching of PE-100
was found to be 23 branch points per 1000 carbon atoms. This value may be viewed as an
upper bound for branching since the 1378 curl band overlaps a series of methylene
absorptions between 1400 and 1200 carl. If deconvolved, the intensity of the methyl
bending band would decrease significantly. Other absorptions at 1354, 1344, 1308 and
1270 cm-l have been reported*! to arise from methylene wagging of various trans and
gauche conformations on the backbone.
The complete IR spectrum between 4800 and 400 cm"! of the 5.74 mole % MAA
copolymer is shown in Figure 3.2 as a representative result. Overall, this copolymer
displays absorption bands similar to LDPE except for a few peaks characteristic of the
pendant acid group. Strong absorptions which appear at 2920, 2859, 1468 and 720 cm-l
result from asymmetric and symmetric C-H stretching, C-H bending and methylene
rocking, respectively. The acid groups create distinctive bands at 3078, 2656, 1700, 1259
and 938 cm-l due t0 asymmetric and symmetric O-H stretching, asymmetric hydrogen
bonded carbonyl stretching, asymmetric C-0 stretching and O-H out-of-plane bending,
respectively24
.
No spurious peaks appear in this IR spectrum which could result from
impurties such as water.
The degree of neutralization of the E-MAA ionomers was calculated from the ratio
of the 1700 cm- 1 dimerized carboxylic acid peak in the salt and acid forms as described
previously 17 -25
.
The normalized carbonyl absorption regions of all samples studied are
displayed in Figures 3.3 - 3.6. As expected, the intensity of the carboxylic acid or
carboxylate peaks (1650 to 1500 cm" 1 ) decreases with decreasing MAA content. In the
acid form25
,
the main peak at 1700 cm" 1 is related to hydrogen bonded carboxylic acid
dimers while the shoulder near 1750 cm" 1 indicates free carboxylic acid groups.
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5.74 mole % MAA copolymer
Figure 3.2 Complete IR Spectrum of the 5.74 Mole % MAA Copolymer.
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As reported by Earnest and MacKnieht 1 ? aim™ a ii nfA -j^mgn
,
lmost all of the acid groups are dimerized at
room temperature since the concentration of free add groups is very low.
Upon neutralization, only a small fraction of the carboxylic add band remains alon;
w* the intense and complex carboxylate region (Figure 3.4). By comparing this
carboxylic add band
.tensity with the add precursor, the percent neutralization of each
sample was calculated (Table 3.1). Neutralization was found to exceed 90% in all samples
targeted for complete ionization. For the 1.14, 2.22 and possibly 2.90 mole % MAA
sodium salts, the calculated neutralization level may be artificially low since the mtegrated
intensity of the carboxylic acid band between 1800 and 1600 cm-l includes some oxidation
products. Bands at 1740 and 1720 cm-l (Figure 3.5) most likely correspond to low
concentrations of anhydride or aldehyde functionalities due to loss of water from the
system24. For the partially neutralized materials (Figure 3.6), there is gradual change of
band intensity to the carboxylate region with increasing neutralization.
Two peaks havve been observed previously at 1580 and 1560 cm-l for the
carboxylate asymmetric stretching region 1 7,26-27 0f fully neutralized materials. These
peaks had been assigned originally to the presence of the ionic groups in both multisets
and clusters as defined by ionomer phase separation theory28 Subsequent analysi S29
concluded that the broadening of the asymmetric carboxylate stretch in neutralized E-MAA
ionomers results from water absorption. In this study, these carboxylate bands appear at
somewhat lower wavenumber (1566 and 1542 cm-l), possi51y due t0 the Wgh water
content of previously studied samples. The origin of these two bands will not be further
speculated in this study. It is interesting to note that the H-bonded carboxylic acid band at
1700 cm-l snifts t0 lower wavenumber (1690 cm-l) with increasing neutralization.
Apparently, the mobility of the residual acid dimers is inhibited by the formation of a
clustered ionic network, resulting in a lower absorption frequency.
There has been some concern in ionomer research about the absorption of water by
neutralized salt species. Water typically appears as a very broad but intense band between
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TABLE 3.1
- Determination of Percent Neutralization and AbsorptionMaxima for E-MAA Copolymers and Sodium Salts
2.90 /Na/ 23 6670 1700
2.90 /Na/ 54 3230 1696
Mt^ tr Asr pr>r •r—Per cm. (cm-i) (calc ,
0.0
1.12 /H 4090 170012 0
2.22 /H 8620 1700 0
2.90 / H 10,440 1700 0
4.89 /H 16,650 1700 0
5.74 /H 20,240 1700 0
1.12/Na/100 440 1750/ 1720/1692 90 ±5
2.22 /Na/ 100 930 1742/1720/ 1692 90
2.90 /Na/ 100 960 1692 91
4.89 /Na/ 100 1770 1690 90
5.74 /Na/ 100 940 1690 95
36
69
1 Absorption bands are assigned as follows:
1750 cm- 1 + 1720 cm" 1 = oxidation products
1700 cm -1 = H-bonded carboxylic acid
1692 cm" 1 = partially dissociated carboxylic acid
2 Percent neutralization = 100[1 - (Aionized /
A
acid)] from 1800 to 1600 cm-i.
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3700 and 3200 carl. As can be seen in Figures 3.7 - 3.8, no water absorption bands are
apparent in the hlghest ion content E-MAA copolymers. In fact, the 4.89 mole % acid and
the 5.74 mole % acid and sodium salt display nearly identical IR spectra between 4800 and
3000 carl. The weak peaks at 4328 and 4258 carl are merely combination bands of the
asymmetric and symmetric C-H stretching at 2920 and 2850 curl with the C.H bending M
1468 cm-l. In Figure 3.8, the broad O-H stretching region between 3500 and 2500 cm-1
disappears upon neutralization so that the IR spectra ofLDPE and the fully neutralized
5.74 mole % MAA salt are identical in this region. In addition, the characteristic C-0
stretch near 1270 cnH and O-H out-of-plane bend at 938 cm-1 for car5oxylic addsm
replaced by a complicated carboxylate bending region between 1450 and 1350 cm"!
(Figure 3.9). It is useful to note that the C-H bending near 1470 cm-1 and methylene
rocking near 720 carl are split into sharp pairs in LDPE because of the relatively high
crystallinity of this sample. At higher MAA concentration, the resolution of these pairs
decreases since crystallinity is reduced. The completely neutralized 5.74 mole % MAA salt
displays only a single absorption band for each of these vibration modes since this sample
is completely amorphous (see Section 2).
2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry(DSC)
The bulk crystallization behavior of polyethylene has received a great deal of
experimental and theoretical attention30
. However, the method of crystallization of
copolymers is not well understood. It has been found that nearly all crystals of low
molecular weight substances tolerate only very small concentrations of impurities. This
observation has lead Flory31 to develop a theoretical treatment of the melting behavior of
copolymers in which chain irregularities such as branch points and non-crystallizable
comonomers depress the melting temperature of the crystalline phase. Numerous
papers32 "35 have been reported in support or disagreement with this theoretical approach.
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According to Sanchez and Ebv35 a ™nH™ ™ i>a coy
,
random copolymer can crystallize through
Cher an inclusion or exclusion mechanism. The inclusion model predicts coc.ystalKza.on
of comonomers to form crystals and an amorphous phase of the same composition as the
bulk polymer. The exclusion model presets phase separation in winch only one type of
repeat unit crystallizes, leaving an amorphous phase rich in the non-crystailizable units It
has been reported32 te small such ^^^^^^
can be incorporated into polyethylene crystals as point defects. Larger comonomers
including vinyl acetate, butene, pentene and acryhc acid will only crystallize at low
comonomer content upon rapid crystallization from the melt. At moderate levels of
modification and upon slow crystallization, the chain defects will be excluded from the PE
crystals into an amorphous surface layer or the bulk phase* Crystal formation in
copolymers is generally a non-equilibrium state and is often subject to unusual Idneric
factors, complicating theoretical treatments and data interpretation.
Polyethylene ionomers behave similarly to other copolymer systems. Rees and
Vaughn36 first reported an increase fa^^^ ^ ^ ^
reduction in the size and number of spherulites. Although the level of crystallinity of a
quenched neutralized salt was found to be very low, this effect was kinetically limited since
annealed salt and acid species possessed the same degree of crystallinity. Similar behavior
was observed by Otacka and Kwei37,38 for ethylene-acrylic acid(E-AA) copolymers.
MacKnight et al 39 concluded that the acid substituents in E-MAA copolymers were
excluded from the PE crystals in accordance with the exclusion model of Sanchez and Eby,
but that these acid groups have large effects on the crystallization kinetics.
Differential scanning calorimetry(DSC) measurements of LDPE, the acid precursors
and the partially and fully neutralized sodium salts of E-MAA copolymers made in this
study basically support these previous reports. Normalized DSC thermograms for
quenched samples of these materials appear in Figures 3.10 - 3.12. Melting points
(Tmmax.) Were taken as the point which the endotherms returned to the baseline, indicating
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melttng of the largest, most stable crystals. The hea, of fusion(4Hf) of eaeh endotherm
was measured by the area under the peak from near 30 °C to approximately 1 15 °C
Percent crystallinity was calculated from the rado of the sample AHf and the reported AH f
value of 289 J/g for ,00% crystals *». The maximum me.dng points and degrees of
crystallinity of annealed and quenched LDPE, the add precursors and the partially and fully
neutralized sodium salts of the E-MAA copolymers are summarized in Figures 3.13 - 3.14
and Table 3.2.
Both Tmmax. and?am^m ^
comonomer content for the acid and sodium salt for™. The overall breadth of the melring
peaks in the acid form does not change as MAA content is increased (Figure 3.10).
However, the distribution of crystallite size appears to shift towards smaller, less stable
crystals as indicated by the broadening of the main melting peak with increasing MAA.
The maximum melting temperatures of annealed and quenched acid species are identical
within experimental error while the level of crystallinity increases slightly after annealing
for two hours at about 20 °C below Tmmax. (Figure 3 13) There [f. nQ change fa
and only a 2 to 4 percent increase in crystallinity in acid samples which were stored in a
vacuum dessicator for more than two weeks at room temperature.
Crystallinity disappears very quickly with increasing salt content and at high
neutralization level (Figures 3.1 1 - 3.12). At the lowest salt concentration (1.14 mole %
MAA/Na), the melting behavior is quite similar to LDPE, displaying somewhat reduced
Tmm*x. and percent crystallinity (Figure 3.13). However, when the salt content is
doubled, crystallinity and Tmm*x- drop precipitously. Annealing at 75 °C for two hours has
no effect on Tmmax - and increases crystallinity only slightly for the salt species. For the
5.74 and 4.89 mole % salts, very broad melting endotherms were observed after storage in
a vacuum dessicator for more than two weeks with peak melting points near 50 °C and
percent crystallinity of approximately two percent. At the lowest salt concentrations,
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TABLE 3.2
-
Thermal Properties of E-MAA Copolymers and Sodium Salts
Sample 1 Tmmax -
(mole % MAA) %ci rf?f, % Crystallinity 2 -3 jmcalc. 4
(ion/%neut.) U 1 g) (°C)
PE-100 111.0 ± 1.0 111.9± 1.5 38.7 ±2.0
1.14/H 111.4 97.4 ^ 7
2.22 / H 106.1 76.8 26.6
2.90 / H 103.5 74.5 25 R
4.89 /H 97.9 51.6 17.9
5.74 /H 97.8 46.4 16.1
1.14/Na/90 107.3 66.8 23.1
2.22 / Na / 90 98.4 19.5 6.7
2.90 /Na/ 91 81.4 6.8 2.4
4.89 /Na/ 90
5.74 /Na/ 95
2.90 / Na / 36 103.2 74.1 25.6
2.90 / Na / 69 101.6 57.0 19.7
136.7
132.6
128.7
126.3
119.4
116.5
1 All samples cooled quickly from 150 °C to 20 °C in the DSC cell.
2 Percent crystallinity = 100[AHf<meas.) / AHK100% cryst.)]
.
3 AHffP.E., 100 % crystallinity) = 289 J/g (ref. 18).
4 Calculated from equation 3.1 using Tm0 = 145 °C and AHU = 3975 J/mole CH2 units.
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Tmmax - remains constant but crvstnllimt™crystaUinity increases by as much as 10 percent if dessicated
for more than two weeks.
™e melting endotherms of the partially neutralized samples are nearly super-
impost (Flgure 3,2). At low to moderate degrees of neutraHzation, Tm™,^ percem
crystalltnity decrease very Httle, but both drop dramatically near complete neutraHzation
(Hgure 3.14). If annealed at 75 °C for two hours, T^ax. does not change>^
crystalHnity increases 3 to 6 percent. However, upon storage at room temperature in a
vacuum delator for a penod of weeks, crystalHnity increased by as much as 12 percent.
In calculating the percent crystallinity (Table 3.2), it has been assumed that E-MAA
copolymers obey the exclusion model of Sanchez and Eby35 since the heat of fusion q{
pure crystalline PE has been used. In light of previousreW 1.33,36 on ethylene
copolymers containing bulky comonomers, this assumption seems valid. The observed
melting points between 98 and 1 10 °C of the acid samples seem quite low for polymers
containing more than 90 percent ethylene. The equilibrium melting points of these
copolymers were calculated using the Flory equation as follows:
J 1_ -R
,
T 7 o ~ AH~ c (equation 3.1)mm u
where Tm and Tm° are the melting points of the copolymer and homopolymer,
respectively, R is the gas constant, Xc is the mole fraction of crystallizable repeat units and
AHU is the heat of fusion per crystallizable repeat unit.
The equilibrium melting points of the copolymers were determined using the branch
(see Section 1) and MAA content as the number of non-crystalliable units. It is clear that
the Flory equation does accurately predict the melting behavior of the E-MAA ionomers.
Possibly, the branch content has been underestimated, leading to high values of Tm°.
Richardson et al 40 also reported that branched PE does not follow the Flory equation.
Because of packing restrictions, it is likely that two or more methylene repeat units
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neighboring the MAA groups could also be excluded from tbe«« In this way the
number of ctystallrzable units is much smaller^ ca]culated from^^^^
contents, yielding lower equilibrium melting temperatures.
In general, the data reported in this study are in agreement with previously
pubhshe, tnformation on ethylene eopo.ymers. McKenna<> has observed similar melting
temperatures for both theacidfo™ and sal, speeies of E-MAA copo.ymers. However the
materials investigated by McKenna were no, eompletely neutralized so mat the krnetics of
crystallization in the salts may not have been slowed down eompared to the more highly
neutralized samples in this report. A, low and tmermediate levels of neutralization, ionie
aggregates are probably absent or thermally unstable, allowing diffusion and growth of
crystals primarily during eooling. At high levels of neutralization, an ionic network may be
fomted which almost completely impedes the long range motion necessary for the growth
of large stable crystals.
3. Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis(DMTA)
The basic principles of dynamic mechanical analysis have been described briefly in
Chapter II. Some of the deficiences of the PL-DMTA measurement system in the shear
mode were also reported. This instrument has the capability of measuring stiffness S' (the
restoring force of the sample per unit displacement) from 102 to 106 -5 Pamrl. In the shear
mode, the stiffness of a glassy polymer greatly exceeds the measurement range of this
instrument. However, in the cantilever bending mode, a rectangular bar of the sample is
deflected out of plane, resulting in very tensile strains (less than 0.1%) and a negligible
instrument compliance.
For samples approximately 1.5 mm. thick t and 5 mm. wide w and with a "free
length I" (distance between bendong points) about 7 mm., the DMTA system can measure
tensile moduli E' between 106 and 10 10 Pa since log S' = log k + log E' and -log k = 4.0
where k is a sample geometry factor equal to 2w(t/l)3
.
Therefore, for polyethylene based
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samples h the glassy state (E
- 2.0 GPa), the PL-DMTA system operates in optimum
sfiffness conditions over the entire temperature range (- 150 to 200 °Q of interest. Small
bu, systematic errors in modulus may occur in the glassy state due to "end correction-
errors. I, is possible that some portion of the sample within the grips can be deformed
yelding artificially ,ow moduli. For an end correction of 1 mm., ,0g k and therefore log E'
«n only vary approxtma.ely 0.1 units in the glassy state from the true sample modulus.
a. Methacrylic Acid Copolymers
A typical multifrequency scan of tensile storage E' and loss E" moduli and loss
tangent versus temperature for the quenched 5.74 mole % MAA copolymer appears in
Figure 3.15. For the sake of clarity, experimental points have been eliminated from the
curves. As expected, the dynamic mechanical behavior of this copolymer resembles that of
LDPE. Two major transition regions are observed at approximately -1 10 °C and 15 °C and
are labelled Ty and Tp, respectively, in keeping with the standard scheme for PE. No high
temperature alpha(a) transition was detected in this copolymer. This last observation has
been found in other PE copolymers 12, 13 and ionomers37,42-43 in which^ alpha
disappears as crystallimty and lamellar thickness are reduced (see Section 2 and Figures
3.13-3.14).
A weak mechanical transition labelled y
' can be seen in the 5.74 mole % MAA
copolymer near
-60 °C in both E" and tangent delta (Figures 3.15b + c). No relaxations
have been reported previously in this temperature range for E-MAA copolymers. At first, it
was assumed that this transition was an experimental artifact, but the peak is reproducible
in consecutive scans and for different samples. Another possible explanation may have
been the effect of absorbed water as reported in some polar polymers 10 such as nylon-66
and polyoxymethylene. However, there is no apparent water absorption band above
2500 cm- 1 in IR spectra (see Figures 3.7 - 3.8) of this copolymer. To further investigate
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the effect of absorbed water, a new 5 74 mole % m a a „ ,D - Iq copolymer sample was dried and
molded with portions immersed in water for 24 hours a, room temperature and a, 60 °C
The dynamic mechanical spectra of all three samples were identical since no water was
absorbed under these conditions.
A third possible cause for the y peak a, approximately
-60 °C is local stress on the
chain induced by association of the acid groups. If the polymer chain is elongated or
"kinked" by dimerization of the carboxylic acid moeties, tine chain may undergo a
"hopping" motion between stressed and unstressed conformations at this temperature.
Freshly prepared films of the h.ghest MAA content material were tested in the PL-DMTA
.ensile head under a constant tensile load, elongating the sample nearly 50 % during a
temperature scan. Two repeat scans produced mechanical spectra which were identical to
the first tensile scan and also to the data from the bending tests. In spite of these
experiments, the origin of the y ' relaxation is not clear at this time. One further hypothesis
may be a cooperative motion of the dimerized carboxylic acid groups. Measurements of the
dielectric properties of this material may be useful to determine the cause of the y
'
relaxation.
The tensile storage E and loss E" moduli and loss tangent for quenched samples of
all E-MAA copolymers studied are shown at 1 Hz. in Figure 3.16. All materials behave as
simple polyethylene copolymers. Each transition varies according to the scheme of
Boyd4 .5 in which the mechanical a, (3 and y relaxations are associated with the amorphous
fraction. The degree of crystallinity of these samples was reported in Section 2 to decrease
with increasing comonomer content (see Figure 3.13). The intensity of the y transition
clearly increases with MAA concentration (see Figure 3.16c). The temperature of the
gamma relaxation remains constant with increasing MAA content and is the same as Ty of
LDPE. All of these points support the view that this relaxation is the result of local crank-
shaft motions in the amorphous phase. The weak y ' peak appears to decrease with
increasing MAA, revealing that the comonomer must be involved in this transition.
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Figure 3.16 Thermal Scans of Tensile (a.) Storage E' and (b.) Loss E" Moduli and
(c.) Loss Tangent for All Quenched E-MAA Copolymers (1 Hz.).
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Although the loss tangent curves yield more information on the magnitude of a
relaxation, overlapping transitions are more easily discemable in the loss modulus E"
curves. TTte tangen, delta peak temperatures appear to decrease and then increase as MAA
concentration reaches si* mole percent. However, it is obvious in the E" data (see
Rgure 3. 16b) that tine (J transition overlaps the a relaxation. The high add content curves
are separated from LDPE and the low acid content data to reveal the increase in Tg and the
temperature decrease and then disappearance of the a transition with increasing MAA
concentration. TThe modulus step and tangen, delta intensity in the p region both increase
with MAA ar,d therefore amorphous content, indicating that the f> relaxation represents tine
glass transition of these copolymers.
Materials which were annealed at 75 °C for two hours exhibited nearly identical
dynamic mechanical to the quenched samples. The y and [3 transitions in annealed materials
appear at the same temperature and with the same intensity as in quenched samples. The a
transition temperature and intensity increase significantly upon annealing for low MAA
content copolymers. This observation agrees with DSC results in which the average
crystallite thickness in low comonomer content copolymers increased more than high MAA
content materials upon annealing; i.e., the melting peak shape shifted towards higher
temperature in annealed samples.
b. Sodium Methacrylate Ionomers
The tensile storage E' and loss E" moduli and loss tangent for quenched samples of
all sodium neutralized E-MAA copolymers studied are displayed at 1 Hz. in Figure 3.17.
The most obvious features of these dynamic mechanical spectra are the decrease in Ty and
the invariability of Tp with increasing sodium methacrylate content. In addition, no y
'
transition is apparent in any sample and an a relaxation is only weakly evident at
1.14 mole % sodium methacrylate.
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Figure 3.17 Thermal Scans of Tensile (a.) Storage E' and (b.) Loss E" Moduli and
(c.) Loss Tangent for All Quenched E-MAA Sodium Salts (1 Hz.).
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All highly realized sodium salts were studied in the rubbery state by using a
PL-DMTA Power Head in the shear mode (courtesy of Polymer Laboratories, Inc.). This
instrument operates in the same manner as the standard DMTA except that it is capable of
measuring sample stiffness S' between 1*5 and 10? Pa-nr* adding an extra decade on
the high end of the stiffness range. It was necessary to use the Power Head to study the
rubbery state since large bending corrections would have necessary for the thick samples
required to properly operate the Standard Head in the shear mode.
Shear storage G' and loss G" moduli are shown in Figure 3.18 for all quenched
sodium methacrylate copolymers. Although the data appears quite scattered, there are a
few interesting observsations to be made. The P transition remains constant with salt
content in shear even though the Power Head looses some sensitivity in the glassy state
compared to the Standard Head. It is well known^ that neutrallzed 1Qnomers^ a
high temperature relaxation associated with the breakdown of ionic aggregates or cross-
links. These E-MAA salts are no exception to this observation. Loss modulus peaks are
found between 70 and 130 °C for all sodium neutralized samples studied. The scatter in the
peak positions results most likely from the variation in neutralization level. As noted in
Section 1, none of these E-MAA samples is completely neutralized and the uncertainty of
neutralization in each ionomer is approximately five percent. Although the 4.89 mole %
salt was calculated to be 90 % neutralized, it may be closer to 80 % neutralized. As
explained in Chapter II (see Figure 2.8), the rubbery modulus and ionic transition
temperature are very sensitive to neutralization level above 80 % salt content.
The rubbery moduli of these ionomers at 1 Hz. seem to be much greater than
predicted by rubber elasticity theory. Assuming the carboxylate groups act as simple
crosslinks and the polymer chain has a number average molecular weight near 300,000 15
,
the theory of Pearson and Graessley46 outlined in Chapter II predicts equilibrium rubbery
moduli of 7.3 MPa (106 -86) and 3.2 MPa (106 -5) for the 5.74 and 1.14 mole % sodium
salts, respectively. For the sulfonated polystyrene(SPS) ionomers in Chapter II, it had
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been assumed that the measured rubbery modulus Gm ' equaled the equilibrium rubbery
modulus Geq since there was no dispersion of the data over two decades of frequency in the
rubbery state. However, this is a very poor approximation for the E-MAA ionomers
because multifrequency thermal scans reveal dispersion of a half decade of modulus in the
rubbery state. Therefore, it is not valid to use the data to calculate crosslink functionality
or filler content for the E-MAA ionomer "networks".
There is a clear differnce in the mechanical properties of the acid and salt species of
the E-MAA copolymers. A few samples of intermediate neutralization were prepared to
study the change in properties with neutralization level. Tensile storage F and loss E"
moduli and loss tangent data for partially neutralized sodium salts of the 2.90 mole % MAA
copolymer appear in Figure 3. 19. A trend from pure copolymer behavior to that of a phase
separated system is found with increasing neutralization. The y transition temperature and
magnitude increase while the p transition temperature and magnitude decrease with
increasing neutralization. Although the 2.90 mole % acid copolymer exhibits no transitions
above Tp, loss modulus and tangent delta peaks are found above 0 °C in both partially
neutralized sodium salts. Since these relaxations proved insensitive to annealing, it has
been concluded that the peaks result for the breakdown of a weakly associated ionic
network as observed in partially neutralized SPS ionomers (see Figure 2.8).
The dynamic mechanical results of all E-MAA materials studied are summarized in
Figures 3.20 - 3.21 and Table 3.3. As mentioned previously, the acid species behave as
simple copolymers while the sodium salts display attributes of a phase separated system.
The (3 or glass transition of these E-MAA copolymers is well described by the Gordon-
Taylor equation47
.
In this treatment, it is assumed that copolymers behave like solutions
of small molecules with regard to packing behavior and that there is ideal volume additivity
of the repeat units. Gordon and Taylor derived the relation:
T _
T
e1
+ (kTg2 ~ Tgi> W2 (equation 3.2)
A
g
_
1 + (k-1) W2
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Figure 3.19 Thermal Scans of Tensile (a.) Storage E' and (b.) Loss E" Moduli and
(c.) Loss Tangent for the Quenched 2.90 Mole % MAA Copolymer as a
Function of Neutralization Level (1 Hz.).
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TABLE 3.3
- Mechanical Transition Temperatures ofE-MAA Copolymersand Sodium Salts (E" orG" Peaks, lHzJ
^
Sample 1 t.
(mole % MAA) f©X JP Jot Tionic Tgcalc.2
(ion/%ncut.) ^ } (C) (°Q (°Q (°Q
PE- 1 00 118.4 ±1.0
-15.5 ±1.0 ~30±2
1.14/H
-119.7
-8.0
-16
1.11 1 H
-118.4
-0.6
~io
2.90 / H
-121.6 6.9
4.89 /H
-122.1 8 6
5.74 /H
-118.4 17.0
1.14/Na/90
-108.1
-10.4
-18
2.22 /Na/ 90
-111.4
-13.6
2.90 /Na/ 91
-107.2
-10.4
4.89 /Na/ 90
-117.0
-11.3
5.74 /Na/ 95
-116.2
-11.1
~-20(DSCT
g )
2.90 / Na / 36 — 112
-12.2
2.90 / Na / 69 -110
-9.9
100±5
80
120
74
132
-20
-44
-9.3
-3.3
0.5
11.9
17.0
1 All samples cooled quickly from 200 °C to room temperature in air.
2 Calculated from the Gordon-Taylor equation(eqn. 3.2) using k = 0 72
Tg(PMAA) = 228 °C(ref. 48) and Tg(PE) - Tp(PE) = -15 °C.
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where T
g ,
Tgl and Tg2 are the glass transition ternperatures of the copolymer and each of
the component homopolymers, respectively, W2 is the weight fraction of component 2 and
* »
the rat. of the heat capacity increments at T
g (ACp) of each component. The .crease
in Tp with MAA content is fit quite well by this treatment using the measured Tp(PE) of
- 1 5 °C for Tg(PE), Tg(PMAA) = 228 °C 48 and k _ 0 7, A 1t . k u .^ a - 0.72. Although there is no data in the
literature to support this value a constant lr« n v>i , k = 0.72 seems reasonable since the mobility of a
PE melt would be expected to be greater than a PMAA melt.
The Tp increase with MAA concentration has been previously observed by
MacKnight and coworkers39.42-43.49
as the f ^ ^^
Tp(PE) was attributed to the crosslinking effect of the dimenzed acid groups. A separate P
relaxation between
-20 and 0 °C was observed upon neutralization which was asslgned to
the microbrownian segmental motion of chain segments excluding the clustered 10nic
groups. The f peak was found to disappear at high neutralization levels by these workers.
In this study, separate ff and p relaxations were not detected. Upon even partial
neutralization, the (3 transition shifts to approximately
-10 °C, indicating phase separation of
both the acid and salt moeties. The unneutralized acid groups may serve to plasticize the
ionic domains as indicated by the increasing ,onic transition temperature with increasing
neutralization. The p relaxation temperature remains constant with increasing sodium
methacrylate content since the composition of the amorphous phase remains constant.
Some ionic groups may be excluded from the clusters because Tp of the salts is about 5 °C
higher than for LDPE. The intensity of the p transition remains relatively constant with salt
concentration (see Figure 3.17c) even though the amorphous fraction increases
(crystallinity decreases as in Figure 3.13b). This effect results from an increase in the
rubbery modulus and hence a decrease in the relaxation strength (E
g iass
- Epjbber) with
increasing sodium methacrylate content. As a final point to prove that Tp of these materials
is the glass transition temperature, low temperature differential scanning calorimetry(DSC)
measurements were performed on PE-100(LDPE) and the 5.74 mole % acid and salt.
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No glass transition was observed in the LDPE or the acid form due to the relatively high
crystalling, but a clear step
.crease in heat capacity was found in the completely
amorphous salt at approximately
-20 °C (Figure 3.22). I
Perhaps the most unusual observation of this study is the apparent decrease in the
gamma transition temperature with increasing sodium methacrylate composition.
Typically, incorporation of a rigid repeat unit into a copolymer will not affect low
temperature transitions associated with local segmental relaxations^ 0,1 3. ^ smal] Ty
increase with neutralization has been reported previously for E-MAA ionomerS40 and most
likely results from the formation of an amorphous phase with more hindered local motion.
It is obvoius in Figures 3.17 + 3.20 that Ty decreases nearly 10 °C to the value for LDPE as
sodium methacrylate content reaches six mole percent. Lipatov and coworkerS50-53 have
detected similar phenomena in dielectric and nuclear magnetic resonance studies of filled
polymer systems. It was concluded in these experiments that polymer chains adsorbed on
the surface of alumina or silica particles possess more local disorder than chains in the bulk
state. This effect brings about an increase in the mobility of small structural units and
therefore local motions such as the beta transitions in polystyrene and poly(methyl
methacrylate) occur at lower temperature than in the bulk material.
It is possible that similar behavior occurs in the phase separated salt samples. As
the concentration of sodium methacrylate increases, the concentration of ionic domains or
"filler particles" must increase as well since the invariance of Tp with ion content indicates
that the system is almost completely phase separated. If the ionic domain fraction rises, the
total fraction of surface layer must also increase, resulting in a lower Tv. Perhaps the
lowering of Ty is a residual effect of the decrease in crystallinity with increasing salt
content. Local motion in PE systems is not affected by a decrease in crystallinity at high
crystalline content (for HDPE) but such motions may vary as the degree of crystallinity
approaches zero.
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4. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy and D.electric dermal Analysis(DETA)
The initial goal of this dissertation project was to study relaxations in ionomers on a
molecular level by NMR and dtelectric spectroscop.es. Dielectric relaxation measurements
are sensitive to the motions of polar groups on the polymer chain and will yield infor-
mation related to the glass transition and espectaliy the ionic transition region. Dependtng
upon the probe nucleus chosen, magnetic resonance methods can follow molecular
dynamics similarly to dielectric spectroscopy or observe direcdy the packing order within
an ionic cluster.
The solid state cross polarization magic angle spinning (CP-MAS) NMR technique
has proven a powerful tool to study the relaxation behavior of high polymers. In this
method, a solid cylindrical sample is spun at high frequencies (~5 kHz.) at an angle to the
incident magnetic field B0 (the "magic" angle of 54.7°) in order to remove line broadening
due to shielding anisotropy. The low sensitivity of 13C nuclei and the line broadening due
to dipolar interactions (1H
-> 13C) are overcome by the cross polarization pulse sequence.
Nuclear spin magnetization is typically transferred from abundant spins (protons lH) to
dilute spin nuclei (carbons 13q by the spin-locking method, yielding solid state 13c
spectra which resemble data from solution.
Using these techniques, the NMR relaxation behavior of polymers can be observed
in a reasonable experimental time frame (hours, not days). The spin-lattice relaxation time
Ti or the spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating frame Tip can easily be obtained in the
solid state by standard multipulse Fourier Transform(FT) NMR methods. By measuring
Tj and Tlp over a wide temperature range, minima will be observed in the relaxation time
plots which correspond to molecular motions on the megahertz and kilohertz frequency
scales, respectively.
It had been hoped that CP-MAS FT-NMR methods could be used to follow the
molecular motions associated with the ionic transition in E-MAA copolymers. These
materials were chosen for study over the less complicated sulfonated polystyrene(SPS)
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system stmp,y because the re.axa.ions of interest in E-MAA ionomers <Tg near 0 °C andT1Mic near 120 °Q lie within the instrumental temperature range (-120 to 150 °C) Even
though the weal resoance peaks of the carboxylic acid or sodtum carboxylate groups are
easy to detect, the amount of time necassary to determine a singie relaxation time potnt at
each temperature (10 hours or more) precludes the use of >3C NMR in studying variable
temperature behav.or of tonomers. Rehable relaxation data has been obtained for the
methylene resonance peaks. However, the ionomers appear to behave identically to LDPE
s.nce NMR methods are sensitive to only very short range interactions (nanometer domain
scale). Future studtes on ^-labelled materials should still prove quite informative in
discerning the relaxation characteristics ionomers.
MacKnight and coworkerS 14,54-56 pioneered
,he sMy rf fc
ionomers and found mat the features observed mechanically were also detected by d.electric
measurements. The large intensity of the dielectric a process in neutralized E-MAA
copolymers revealed that most of the salt groups participated in this telaxation. This
research group was also the first to observe that absorption of very small amounts of water
(1-2 wt. %) produced a d.electric relaxation near -40 °C and a shift in the a peak to lower
temperatures due to ionic domain plasticization. This "water" peak was attributed quantita-
tively to the reorientation of the water molecules which hydrate the cations.
Since the precise mechanisms of ionic phase dissociation and hydration remain
unclear, further investigations of the dielectric relaxation behavior of dry and solvated
E-MAA ionomers were undenaken in conjunction with sodium^f^Na) NMR measure-
ments of the alkali metal cations in the ionic aggregates. Sodium was chosen as the test
nucleus for a number of reasons. The most important of these motives are the 100%
natural abundance of magnetically active nuclei and the receptivity of sodium-23 relative to
carbon-13. This nucleus is 500 times easier to detect than 13C, but is still only one tenth as
sensitive as hydrogen 'H. In addition, 23Na behaves as a purely quadrupolar nucleus
unlike 'Li which has a tendency to form covalent bonds with its ligands. Also, the vast
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majority of mechanical and dielecnic work reported on ionomers has been performed with
sodium neutralized samples.
Nuclei such as "Na poSsess nuclear spins ,^ quadnjpo|e Q >^
which interact with Held gradtents a, the nucleus. These gradients are produced by
asymmetries in the electronic environment or ligaud packing around the nucleus.
Fluctuations in this interaction resulting from translational or rotational diffusive motions
of the ligands provide an effective means of spin relaxation. This relaxation is governed by
the following equation57
:
J_ 3tc (21 + 3) 2
T
2
10 (21-1) X •4 (equation 3.3)
1 2 2l+co0 Tc
where T2 is the spin-spin or transverse relaxation time, and xc is the rotational correlation
time. X and T) are defined as the quadrupolar coupling constant and asymmetry
parameter as follows:
e
2 Qq
X - —
^
— (equation 3.4a)
=
q*x qyy (equation 3.4b)
where eq is the field gradient at the nucleus, eQ is the nuclear quadrupole moment and h is
Planck's constant. tc is known to increase with increasing viscosity and decrease with
increasing temperature. In the extreme motional narrowing regime (high T or low
viscosity) where Tc « 1:
Av,« = —— (equation 3.5)
1/2 7tT2
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where Av 1/2 is the NMR Unewidth at half height. If the nuelear quadrupolar coupling
eonstan, ean be measured from the splitting of the quadrupolar resonance lines, i, is
possible ma. q„ can be calculated from models of the electronic environment around the
nucleus. Performing such experiments on E-MAA ionomers will yield infonnation on the
average coordination or caxboxylate ligand packing around cations in the ionic domains as a
function of temperature or water content.
The dielectric permittivity e' and loss tangent are shown in Figures 3.23 - 3.24 for
the 4.89 mole % MAA sodium salt in the "dry" state and containing 7 wt. % and 16 wt. %
water. Hydration was carried out by immersion in deionized, distilled water. The freshly
prepared, anhydrous ionomer displays a dielectric loss spectrum similar to the dynamic
mechanical data (see Figure 3.17). Two very weak dielectric transitions are observed near
-100 and 0 °C which can be attributed to the y and (3 relaxation processes, respectively.
The low intensity of these peaks indicates that very few ionic dipoles remain unassociated
below 0 °C, supporting the discussion in Section 3. As previously reported by Read
et alM, absorption of a small amount of water drastically affects the dielectric properties.
An intense, but broad loss peak is formed near -40 °C upon incorporation of 7.0 wt. %
water. This loss peak is accompanied by a very large step increase in permittivity at -40 °C
and a sharp conductivity or polarization upturn in £' at temperatures above the dynamic
mechanical glass transition.
Further absorption of water complicates the loss spectrum to the point where three
peaks are formed with 16 wt. % absorbed water. Dreyfus58 proposed recently that ionic
clusters may collapse into continuous, ion conducting channels at high water content. This
hypothesis may help explain the immense increase in permittivity at the "water" relaxation
temperature. Although 16 wt. % water seems quite high, this amount of adsorbed water
corresponds only to approximately two water molecules per sodium ion. A saturated first
hydration shell of sodium ions has been found to have four to six water molecules5^.
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Pretax 23Na NMR experiments using an IBM 200 AF FT-NMR Spectrometer
revealed a stmilar ligand relaxation. Althongh this instrument was designed for CP-MAS
studies and has a 200 Watt high power amphfier, i, is on,y capable of measuring field
sweep wtdths up to
, 66 kHz. Unfortunately, this field width is insufficient for the very
broad linewidths associated with dry ionomers, resulting spectra with peak foldback and
Reshape distortion. Solvated samples, on the other hand, could be easily and reliably
measured on the IBM speedometer since linewidths are decreased by nearly an order of
magnitude.
Samples of the 4.89 mole % MAA sodium salt were saturated with ethylene glycol
(19 wt. %) and water (-20 wt. %) by immersing films in the solvent overnight at 40 °C
Sodium-23 NMR spectra were collected using a simple 5 jis 90° pulse and averaging 1200
scans. A broad step increase in the spin-spin relaxation time T2 centered at about -30 °C
was found in both the water and ethylene glycol saturated samples (Figure 3.25). The
relaxation time T2 was taken as the inverse of the resonance linewidth which assumes
conditions are in the motional narrowing regime. Relaxation times in the sample containing
ethylene glycol are approximately twice as large as the water saturated sample at equivalent
solvent content, indicating the greater solvating capability of water. However, the sodium
ions do not display characteristics of a pure water environment, revealing that there is some
exhange between the water and carboxylate ligands. As expected, a sodium chloride NaCl
reference sample showed no variation in T2 over the temperature range investigated. This
model sodium species is held in a rigid, but symmetric crystalline lattice until melting. The
relatively narrow linewidth (long T2 ) of NaCl at low temperature results from the
symmetric charge distribution around the sodium ion (r| » 0).
More precise 23Na NMR measurements were recently performed on a Briiker
MSL 300 FT-NMR Spectrometer. This instrument is designed specifically for studying
solid state NMR and quadrupolar relaxation and can be used at field widths up to 2.5 MHz.
Resonance lines for the 5.74 mole % MAA sodium salt appear in Figure 3.26 from
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Figure 3.26 23Na-NMR Resonance Lines for the 5.74 Mole % MAA Sodium Salt as a
Function of Temperature.
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-80 to 1 15 °C. To ensure that any fast relaxing component was detected, data was collected
using a quadrupole echo pulse sequence as follows:
90°
x - T(probe deadtime) - 90°
y
- T(delay) - acquire
where the free induction decay FID was acquired at the top of the echo and the recycle time
was 0.
1
second. Since the signal-to-noise ratio on the Broker far exceeds the IBM, reliable
and accurate spectra could be obtained in a few dozen scans.
It is obvious from Figure 3.26 that the resonance lines shift towards lower field and
narrow with increasing temperature. The asymmetry of the line at -80 °C may inchcate that
the sodium ions exist in more than one environment or that the average electric field
experienced by the nucleus is not spherically symmetric. As temperature increases,
molecular motion associated with the y and p transitions decrease the rotational correlation
time Tc and resonance linewidth. It is expected that at temperatures above 150 °C (the
mechanical ionic transition temperature) the line will narrow considerably as molecular
motion and ligand exchange increase.
It had been hoped that quadrupolar splitting of the 23Na Hnes would be o5served at
cryogenic temperatures where the ionic clusters behave as rigid salts. However,
instrumental problems prevented this possibility. In Figure 3.27, three curves are
displayed corresponding to the "on resonance" line and to lines "off resonance" by + or -
250 kHz. If the spectrometer excited the entire frequency range equally, all three spectra
should be identical, but obviously there are differences. Very good signal-to-noise was
obtained at resonance in 2500 scans, but similar signal-to-noise in the off resonance spectra
required 20 times as many accumulations. Any quadrupolar splitting peaks in the ionomer
sample would be lost in the noise because the spectrometer does not equally excite the
entire frequency range of 2.5 MHz.
An important background problem is the sharp peak near +150 kHz. in the
+250 kHz. off resonance spectra. Unfortunately, this peak corresponds to the resonance
frequency of copper-63 at 79.59 MHz. compared to 23Na at 79.39 MHz. Since the probe
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Figure 3.27 Effect of Resonance Frequency Offset on the 23Na Lineshape for
5.74 Mole % MAA Sodium Salt.
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» manufactured from stainless steel, polyimide a„d Teflon®, i, mus, be concluded that the
copper induction coil in the probe is detecting itself. To solve these problems and detect
weak splitting peaks, the probe mus, be redesigned with an aluminum coil (resonance
frequency of 27A1 is 78.2 MHz.) and the power amplifier mus, be modified so that the
pulse rise time and fall off are shorter. However, one feature of the off resonance spectra
in Figure 3.27 is of interest. The weak, broad peaks that appear on both sides of the
central resonance peak may result from quadrupolar splitting and indicate the presence of a
stable, rigid ionic phase. Correcting these instrument problems will permit further
investigation of these weak peaks.
D. Conclusions
The physical properties of ethylene-methacrylic acid(E-MAA) copolymers and their
sodium salts have been studied by infrared(rR) and nuclear magnetic resonance(NMR)
spectroscopies, differential scanning calorimetry(DSC), dynamic mechanical thermal
analysis(DMTA) and dielectric thermal analysis(DETA). IR experiments revealed that all
samples were neutralized to near stoichiometric levels. No evidence was found for water
adsorption in the spectral region between 4800 and 2500 cnr*. DSC measurements of
quenched materials indicated that melting temperature and percent crystallinity decrease
with increasing MAA content and neutralization level. The melting behavior of both the
acid and salt species were not predicted accurately by the Flory equation for the melting of
copolymers. Above 2.90 mole % MAA, fully neutralized ionomers became completely
amorphous.
All E-MAA samples exhibited mechanical relaxations similar to low density poly-
ethylene(LDPE) and its copolymers. Three transitions, labelled y, fj and a with increasing
temperature, were detected in quenched samples at low comonomer content. The alpha
transition temperature Ta and intensity decreased with increasing MAA concentration,
disappearing completely at 2.90 mole % acid. This relaxation process correlated with the
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crystal melting temperature and was attribu,ed to the reorganization of amorphous
chams on the crystal surface. The P transition temperature Tp and intend both tnerease
wtth comonomer content. Shifts in the p peak with MAA concenmation were well
described by the theory of Gordon and Taylor" indicating^ Ms
the glass transition of the copolymer. Theypeak temperature remained constant and the
gamma intentsity increased with comonomer content in the MAA copo.ymers. The gamma
relaxation has been attributed to local methylene segmental motions. In accords with the
model of Boyd3.4, aII amsit2ms have bee„ fQund ^^^^^^^
hence originate in the glassy state.
The sodium neutralized samples displayed characteristics of a phase separated
system. A relatively small amount of carboxylate groups on the chain significantly
modifies the polyethylene-like character of the polymer. The a relaxation was absent in all
salt forms except for the lowest sodium methacrylate content (1.14 mole % MAA/Na) in
good agreement with the DSC results. At all sodium carboxylate contents investigated, the
P transition temperature Tp remained constant, but approximately 5 °C higher than LDPE.
A slight decrease in T7 towards T^PE) was observed in the ionomer form with increasing
carboxylate concentration, possibly indicating disordered chain packing around the
clustered ionic domains. The ionic transition temperature of E-MAA salts was found to be
about 100 °C lower than the equivalent sulfonated polystyrene(SPS) material. This
behavior reveals the weaker ionic clustering observed in carboxylate compared to sulfonate
ionomers and the greater chain flexibility of ethylene- than styrene-based copolymers.
Preliminary experiments probing ionic group and cation mobility in E-MAA
samples were undertaken using 23Na-NMR spectroscopy and DETA. A broad step
increase of the spin-spin relaxation time T2 or decrease in the 23Na linewidth was observed
with increasing temperature in water and ethylene glycol saturated E-MAA sodium salts.
This T2 enhancement was correlated with a complicated "water relaxation" peak in dielectric
spectra of hydrated samples. These processes were attributed to the fast exchange of water
160
or carboxv.ate ligands about the scd.um nuclei
. Even in a^^ sodjum^^
very broad «Na resona„ce^ was^ ^^^^^ ^^^^
leasing temperature, revealing the mobihty of the po,ymer backbone and the exchange of
the carboxylate moeties.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
During this study, the effects of ionie content, neumdization level, processing
h.story and types of canon and anion on ionic group mobility of ionomers have been
clarified. All neutralized sulfonated polystyTene(SPS) ionomers between 0.5 and
4.5 mole % sulfonate were highly associated and exhibited twodyuamic mechanical
re.axat.ons which were attributed to the glass transition and ionic aggregra.e dissociation.
The glass transition temperature T
g increased bu, the ionic relaxation temperature Tionic
remained constant with increasing sulfation level for samples prepared above Tioni, The
thermal stability of ionic domains containing sodium counterions was found to be nearly
40 °C higher than those with zinc. By applying concepts of rubber elasticity theory, the
average functionality of the ionic crosslinks has been calculated for SPS ionomers as a
function of ionic content.
Dynamic mechanical properties of SPS ionomers have been found to be very
sensitive to neutralization level and processing temperature. Association of the sulfonic
acid groups was detected at high sulfonate content and the onset of ionic clustering was
observed at 80 % neutralization. Rubbery plateau moduli and ionic transition temperatures
increased with increasing molding temperature, indicating enhanced phase separation and
crosslink functionality.
The dielectric relaxation strength of the sulfonic acid and sulfonate salt forms
increased with sulfonation level and decreased with neutralization as expected. However,
the relaxation strength of the acid form could be quantitatively accounted for by the motion
of the acid dipoles while the small dielectric relaxation strength of the sulfonate salts could
not be justified by the motion of the ionic groups. The movement of the ionic dipoles does
not reflect the segmental motion associated with the glass transition as does the motion of
the acid dipoles. The glass transition process remains active dielectrically because
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approximately twenty percent of the ionic groups remain unentered which is in good
agreement with ion clustering theory. These results are consistent with a model of ionomer
morphology in which the polar groups phase separate into thermally labile ionic crosslinks
of high functionality with trapped hydrocarbon inclusions.
Ethylene-methacrylic acid(E-MAA) copolymers delayed behavior similar to other
ethylene copolymers. The maximum melting point and percent crystallinity of these
copolymers decreased with increasing MAA content. Samples became completely
amorphous above 2.90 mole % sodium methacrylate. The dynamic mechanical alpha(a)
transition associated with the crystalline phase disappeared at high MAA content and the
gammaCy) transition intensity increased with comonomer concentration. The bcta(P) or
glass transition temperature increased with MAA content in accord with copolymer theory.
All relaxations were attributed to mechanically active processes in the glassy phase.
For neutralized E-MAA ionomers, no a transition was detected above 1.14 mole %
sodium methacrylate. The (3 or glass transition was independent of MAA/Na content, but
remained about 5 °C higher than LDPE. A high temperature ionic transition which was
very sensitive to neutralization was found in all neutralized E-MAA ionomers. This ionic
relaxation was approximately 100 °C lower than the equivalent SPS material, indicating the
weak interactions of the carboxylate compared to sulfonate functionality. The y relaxation
temperature apparently decreased with increasing sodium methacrylate content, revealing
decreased local order with decreasing crystallinity or increasing ion cluster concentration.
Although a number of problems in the study of ionomer physical properties have
been clarified in this work, at least as many new questions have arisen. The application of
rubbery elasticity theory to ionomers has proven quite interesting. It would be useful to
continue this approach with swelling and extraction studies of the partially and fully
neutralized SPS system. If this material behaves like other crosslinking rubbers, the
maximum degree of swelling and sol fraction should be measurable. It is well known that
the dynamic mechanical properties of carbon black filled rubbers vary with strain amplitude
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due to Che breakdown of fdier panic.e aggregates. Measurements of rubbery moduli at
strams up to thirty percent eould be made on SPS ionomers to determine if the ionie
domains act as true filler particles.
It has been shown that material properties vary considerably with thermal history
and degree of neutralization. Small angle X-ray scattering(SAXS) studies on materials of
varying neutralization level and processing history would yield useful information about the
ionic phase separation mechanism and kinetics in sulfonate ionomers. In both the SPS and
E-MAA ionomers, ionic domain relaxations were found to occur at lower temperatures in
the partially neutralized materials compared to the fully neutralized forms. It is still unclear
whether this temperature reduction results from weakly associated or veiy small clusters or
from plasticization of the ionic domains by the acid groups. Variable temperature SAXS
measurements may be useful in deciding which viewpoint is correct.
The E-MAA copolymer salts do not behave like most ethylene copolymers. Since
previous publications dealt primarily with partially neutralized samples, dielectric spectra
of the fully neutralized salts should be measured and evaluated quantitatively as in
Chapter II to determine the degree of phase separation in the carboxylate ionomers.
Dielectric measurements would also help elucidate the origin of the low temperature(-60 °C)
relaxation found in high MAA content copolymers. The dynamic mechanical spectra of
both the acid and salt species should be modeled by a Havriliak-Negami type relaxation
equation to assess more quantitatively the contribution of the glassy and crystalline phases
to the material properties.
It is clear that 23Na NMR experiments show promise in studying the order within
the clustered ionic regions. This work should be continued with modified probe and
amplifiers to ensure background and lineshape reliability. In addition, NMR studies using
specifically 13C-labeUed SPS, E-MAA or other ionomers would provide a simple means of
determining molecular level relaxation times and following material behavior into the flow
region.
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